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Sammanfattning 

Indien är ett utvecklingsland med en ekonomisk tillväxt som ökar inom industri- och 
tjänstesektorn. Tyvärr verkar inte tillväxt och utveckling nå ut till funktionshindrade och fattiga 
människor. Under två månader genomfördes en fältstudie i norra delen av Indien; ett arbete 
som inleddes i Sverige där systemet för hjälpmedel undersöktes. Studien i Indien innehöll 
intervjuer, en användarstudie och flera besök för att undersöka situationen och starta 
utvecklingen av en prototyp. Målet var att utveckla en rullstol som lämpar sig för 
funktionshindrade i Indien och skapa en prototyp för användartestning. Produktutveckling ägde 
rum under hela projektet; målgrupp och krav på rullstolen kom fram genom brainstorming. 
Undersökningarna och fältstudien visade att det är en betydande skillnad mellan hur systemet 
för funktionshindrade personer fungerar i Indien jämfört med Sverige. De flesta av användarna i 
Indien hade en trehjuling som i grunden är en rullstol men med ett hjul i fronten och annan 
styrning. Som förbättringar ville användarna erhålla bättre ergonomi och säkerhet. Det slutliga 
konceptet har en ergonomiskt riktig sittställning, konstruktionen är lägre och mindre än den 
befintliga trehjulingen. Material för prototypen inhandlades på en marknad och en 
cykelverkstad i Kanpur. Prototypen jämfördes med den befintliga trehjulingen som är den typ 
av rullstol som kom närmast konstruktionen av prototypen. Denna jämförelse visade att 
prototypen är mindre, har ett sänkt underrede och en ny teknik för styrning. Nästa steg i 
utvecklingen skulle vara att expandera fältstudien, konstruera nästa prototyp och utföra 
ytterligare användartester. 

Nyckelord: rullstol, hjälpmedel, funktionshinder, Indien, Sverige 
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Abstract 

India is a developing country with an economic growth that is increasing in the industry and 
service sector. Unfortunately the growth and the development do not seem to reach out to 
disabled and poor people. During two months a field study was conducted in the northern part 
of India; the work begun in Sweden where the system of aid was investigated. Research in India 
contained interviews, a user study and several visits to investigate the situation there and to 
start a development of a prototype. The aim was to develop a wheelchair suitable for disabled 
people in India and to create a prototype for user testing. Product development took place 
throughout the project; target group and demands on the wheelchair was formed through 
brainstorming. The investigations and field study showed that it is a significant difference 
between how the system concerning disabled people and aid works in India in comparison with 
Sweden. Most of the users in India had a tricycle, which is basically a wheelchair with one wheel 
in the front and with different steering. As improvements, better ergonomics and safety was 
asked for. The final concept have an ergonomically correct sitting position, is lowered and 
smaller than the existing tricycle. Materials for prototyping were gathered at a market and a 
cycle repair shop in Kanpur. The prototype was compared to the existing tricycle, which is the 
type of wheelchair that came closest to the construction of the prototype. This comparison 
showed that the prototype is smaller, has a lowered undercarriage and a completely new 
technique of steering. Next step in the development could be to expand the field study, 
construct another prototype and conduct further user testing. 

Key words: wheelchair, aid, disabled, India, Sweden 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Acronyms 

INR  Indian Rupees 

SEK  Swedish Krona 

DoSW  Department of Social Welfare 

NGO  Non-Governmental Organization 

IIT  Indian Institute of Technology 

Clarifications 

Tricycle A wheelchair with three wheels and two separate handles for 
moving the vehicle forward. Steering is separate. 

Lakh  100 000  

Crore  10 000 000 

Currency conversion 1 SEK is approximately 8 INR. In India you pay almost the same 
amount as in Sweden for a product, but in INR; a meal in Sweden 
that costs 100 has a cost of 100 INR in India. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

India is a huge country by area and the population is vast. It is a colorful culture with many 
varieties and different views of life (see Picture 1). The economy is increasing but this does not 
seem to reach the disabled people living in rural areas. This project was conducted through a 
field study in the northern part of India. The aim was to develop a wheelchair suitable for 
disabled people in India and create a prototype for user testing. With knowledge of 
manufacturing techniques and local materials the wheelchair should suit the target-group. 
Limitations to the project were made and questions to encircle the project stated. 

 

Picture 1 The colorful and crowded India. Pictures taken by the riven bank of Ganges 

1.1 Background 

India is seven times larger than Sweden by area (Daleke, 2011a). The population was in 2010 
estimated to around 1.17 billion people (SIDA, 2011). In this big country with the second largest 
population on earth different religions, ethnic groups and languages mixes with each other and 
creates a vibrating, colorful culture (Daleke, 2011b). This contributes to a more lively society 
and many different lifestyles, views of the society and beliefs.  

India is a developing country with an economic growth that is increasing in the industry and 
service sector (Daleke, 2012). Unfortunately the growth and the development do not seem to 
reach out to disabled and poor people. The economic growth has mostly favored people living 
in the cities (SIDA, 2012). But even in wealthy cities as Mumbai there are slum areas next to 
luxury residential areas (Picture 2). 

The aim was to find out if disabled people in India are treated the same way as in Sweden. 
Maybe difference in culture, religion, economy and so forth could have an impact on the 
attitude towards disabilities. Even today, with all the communication facility available in our 
society, to be disabled living in the countryside is a stigmatization both for the disabled person 
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and family members. There are groups in India that are working hard to get disabled people 
more approved by society. They should not feel ashamed of their disability, rather proud to 
contribute their skills and their knowledge in the development of the country (Caritas Sverige, 
2007). 

 

Picture 2 This photo was taken during a car ride in Mumbai. Slum areas mixed with luxury hotels 
and residential areas shows one of the differences within the country.  

1.2 Aim 

The aim with the project was to develop a wheelchair that is suitable for disabled people in 
India. By seeing to the needs of disabled people you work for a more open society and for 
welfare reaching out to all of the people. The goal was to create a prototype that is adjusted to 
the cultural perspectives and environmental perspectives as well as the economics of disabled 
and their aids.  

The development of a prototype, which is suited for the life in India, should be made through 
use of the production techniques and the local knowledge that are available there. The 
prototype should suit the target group's needs in the best way possible. The aid was supposed 
to be suitable for persons who suffer from injuries inflicted by traffic accidents and diseases. 
This aid would be able to facilitate for most of the people in need of a wheelchair and solve 
additional problems. 
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1.3 Delimitation 

The purpose of this project was to learn more about the situation of disabled people in India 
and how this aid could help them. Preferable was to see their everyday life as well as the 
problems they are struggling with. An aspect that permeated the project was a wish to help 
towards creating awareness regarding disabilities in India. 

In Sweden there is knowledge about the techniques required while constructing and 
manufacturing aids for disabled and if possible interact this knowledge with the culture, 
manufacturing process, materials and needs in India. The aid can then be adjusted accordingly 
to these matters. The aim was also to develop an aid for persons with disabilities. These are 
some questions that encircle the issue: 

 How is the situation for persons with different disabilities in rural areas? 

 Do they get the same chances as everyone else and are they accepted by society? 

 Is there a big difference between the city and countryside? 

 What kind of aids do they use? Is it possible for them to get the newest techniques, can 
they afford it? 

 What are the needs of people living with disabilities?  

 What can be done to improve the existing aids? 

This study was delimited by choosing a target group that is easy to point out. From the 
beginning the target group was people in need of a wheelchair. 

The project is geographically limited to the northern part of India. This is where the study took 
place and considering the fact that India is a country that occupies a huge amount of land, it is 
not possible to cover this whole area. The information gathering was made with the city of 
Kanpur as a nave. This was where the connections existed and where it would be possible to 
conduct the research.  

The project was limited further while working with the study and while developing a prototype. 
These limitations are described throughout the report. The specific aid to be developed was 
decided further on after completing user studies, research and specifications decided after 
creating demands lists. 

1.4 Methods 

The method used to implement this study was the product development process from The 
mechanical design process by Ullman (2010). At the Department of Machine Design at KTH 
there is a design process the students follow where you work form the idea of being “front-
heavy”. This aims to the advantages you get by working a lot in the beginning of the process. 
These steps were followed throughout the project: 

Project planning – You start by planning the project and to account for all the steps of the 
process. The planning includes making a time schedule and setting dates for when the different 
phases should be done. You need to make sure you plan for enough time for delays and the fact 
that everything does not always go as planned. The planning is a very important step in the 
process.  
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Product definition – Here a goal is defined in order to understand the problem and lay the 
foundation of the process. Most design problems are poorly defined, so this is an important 
step. You also want to identify the target group for the product. When this is done you create 
demands and specifications used to measure the qualifications of the product. In this phase you 
do the research needed to understand the market and its needs 

Conceptual design – Designers use the result of the first phases to generate and evaluate 
concepts. The target group's requirements serve as a basis for developing a functional model of 
the product. This functional model is done to gain a better understanding of how the product 
works and to see that it will be a quality product. After brainstorming sessions to come up with 
ideas to concepts, the concepts will be evaluated. 

Product development – After the concepts have been evaluated it is time to make the chosen 
concept into an actual product; which is done during this phase in the process. By the end of 
this phase the idea is to have a product ready for manufacturing. 

The research methods used was of qualitative form. Due to the subject of the research field this 
was the approach suitable. To define the product, several interviews and meetings took place. 
As a guideline throughout the interviews, a questioner was made for each unique situation, and 
then was adapted while conducting the interview. The aim with the interviews was to collect 
the interesting pieces of information that were important to be able to go forward in the 
development process. Each interview and meeting was interpreted with a third party. 
Translation was made as the interviews were conducted. 

The practical way of making the final concept was through brainstorming sessions, mapping 
and making tables of pros and cons. When decided on a concept, final drawings were made and 
a prototype manufactured. Users from the focus group, to evaluate the pros and cons with the 
prototype through their perspective, then tested the finished prototype. 
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCE 

Before going to India a research was made in Sweden to find out how the system works in the 
country. The second part of this research was made in India and in the end these two 
researches were compared. This comparison is a part of the project as well as it was the 
foundation to the project of making a wheelchair. 

2.1 Background Sweden 

Governmental basis and directives runs the system regarding aid in Sweden. 
Socialdepartementet (The Ministry of Social affairs) have the outmost responsibility for 
questions concerning disabilities and aid. The responsibility is then regulated by Hälso- och 
sjukvårdslagen, HSL. For managing control over the system there is the Socialstyrelsen 
(Hjälpmedelsinstitutet, 2011). The directives given by HSL are the same throughout Sweden. 
This law states that the landsting (regional self-governing units) or in certain cases the kommun 
(an administrative unit of local government) should offer aid to disabled people (SOU 2011, p. 
59). Sweden have institutions that works specifically towards the hearing impaired, the visually 
impaired and towards those with orthopedic problems (SOU 2011, pp. 70-71). 

There is no specific definition on what constitutes an aid, but their task is to compensate for 
lost ability to cope with everyday life, keep the function alive and prevent loss of function of 
your limbs. Today aid is not only a product in Sweden; it can also be a service (SOU 2011, p.60). 
There are some aspects that can differ from region to region, for example the aids that are 
available. It is the individual landsting or kommun that decides which products and services that 
are aid and decides who has the right to prescribe aid. What is an aid in one landsting does not 
have to be an aid in another (SOU 2011, p.69).  Information on what aid is available in the 
different regions is easily found; for the region around Stockholm you can find the information 
at the website of Hjälpmedelsguiden (2012).  

In Sweden there are currently about 9 500 000 people living accordingly to SCBs (Svenska 
statistiska centralbyrån) Befolkningsstatistik (2012). According to the report 
Hjälpmedelsverksamheten i Sverige conducted by Hjälpmedelsinstitutet (2010), the amount of 
people in Sweden with a disability that are 16 years old or above are 560 000 and 53 percent of 
this group are older than 80 years. In this report having a disability includes having trouble 
running, climbing on a bus and walking in a brisk pace. Of the disabled 347 000 is severely 
disabled, these are the ones in need of an aid to move. Another group is the ones with reduced 
mobility in arms and hands. 1 330 000 persons in the age group 16-84 has trouble with gripping 
ability and carrying a 5 kilogram load. This group is entwined with those who have difficulties 
moving due to rheumatism and if you look at this with a wide definition this group are almost 
one million people of Sweden’s population. If you look at all the disabilities there are a total 
amount of 1.5 million people with disabilities in Sweden in the age group 16-84 and also 225 00 
children in the ages of 2-7 (Hi, 2010).  

The amount of people using an aid in Sweden is estimated to be 800 000-850 000 (SOU 2011, 
p.66). When Hjälpmedelsinstitutet did a compilation of statistics in 2009 they found that 
according to SCBs investigations on the citizens living standards in 2004/2005 there were 
96 000 users of wheelchairs in Sweden in the age group of 16-85 (Hi, 2009). 
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These points guide you through the most common scenario of the system concerning aid in 
Sweden: 

1. A user is in need of an aid. 

2. The user gets a prescription from a health center, this could be a hospital where a 

doctor is the prescriber or a rehabilitation center and with a physiotherapist (SOU 2011, 

p.61). An assessment of the situation is made. The prescription is a receipt on the kind 

of aid the user can obtain. 

3. Hjälpmedelscentralen, a central were aid is stored and also given to the users (Appendix 

A), receives the prescription and the user tries out the aid to be personalized for the 

individual needs. Now the aid is on loan for as long as the user needs it. 

4. When in need of a new aid you return the used one to the central and if needing any 

changes made you turn to the central. 

This is in short-terms how you get an aid in Sweden. The centrals can be owned by the 
government or be privatized. The aid you get is rented from the central and you get aid for a 
certain amount of money. The amount you get is different depending on what your needs are 
and what is prescribed. As an example you can get an active wheelchair (Picture 3) which would 
cost 22 500 SEK and the facts are taken from the paper Hjälpmedel för rörelsehindrade som 
omfattas av fritt val (SLL, 2010). Aid that falls outside of the health care responsibility is the 
patient’s own responsibility and he or she has to pay for it him-or herself (SOU 2011, p.69). 

At Hjälpmedelscentrals they personalize the aid for the user. This is an important part of the 
process. If you do not have an aid that is customized for you than this will probably create new 
problems; back pain, sitting soars and degrading your ability to move (Appendix A). In some 
parts of Sweden there is also a choice called Fritt val. This system gives the user a free choice of 
aid with the same amount of money you get while renting from the centrals. You then own 
your aid instead of renting it. If the cost exceeds the same limit you have while renting an aid 
you have to pay for the remaining part yourself (Hi, 2010). This is a system that has been tried 
in a few län (counties) and has been successful (Hi, 2012).  

2.1.1 Non-Governmental Organizations in Sweden 

In Sweden there are no Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO), with responsibility for 
handing out aids. They instead help people with recovery, training and getting contact with 
society. There are disability-organizations and patient- and associations-organizations that work 
to create decisions that concern their members, where most of the members live with some 
kind of disability. They help in revealing members life-conditions and keep track of the public 
debate (Hi, 2010). There is one organization, Personskadeförbundet RTP, which is a 
membership organization that gives support, information and guidance to people with newly 
acquired injuries and to their families. Even though the government does not run them they 
receive financial support (RTP, n.d.). When it comes to rehabilitation centers they can be run 
both by landsting or kommuner and from a private business. One example is Rehab station 
Stockholm (n.d.) that has agreements and gets financial support from landsting, 
försäkringskassan and kommun but is a private company. 
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There is another NGO in Sweden called Caritas. They work with different projects in developing 
countries. During a visit to the organization inspiration was given on how the field study could 
be done and what NGOs to visit to get a good background to the situation in India (Appendix B). 

2.1.2 Wheelchair usage in Sweden 

 Träffstugan is a place run by the city of Stockholm where young adults with disabilities can 
meet after school and hang with their friends. It is one example of the kind of activities there 
are for young people with disabilities in Sweden (Appendix C). Caroline Tamm, who works at 
Träffstugan, talked about disabled people’s opportunities in the society and how they get 
excluded from many social contexts. She also said that even though Sweden is in the forefront 
at making public areas handicapped accessible there are a lot of things to be done. There are 
buildings, streets and subway stations that are not suitable for the needs of those using a 
wheelchair (Appendix C).  

If you are older than 19 years of age you can get a so-called handikappersättning. This is a 
financial support for those who need assistance in everyday-life; help to work or study, or if you 
have extra expenses because of your disability. There are different requirements to get 
handikappersättning in Sweden. For instance you have to be in need of more than 2 hours of 
assistance in your everyday-life. You can get subsidized travelling, to be able to transport 
yourself, for the same cost as with the public transport. In 2012 the highest amount a 
handicapped person can get is 30 360 SEK per year (tax free). The financial support is applied 
for and distributed from Försäkringskassan in Sweden (Försäkringskassan, 2011). 
Försäkringskassan (2012) is working on the behalf of the Government of Sweden.  

In the region of Stockholm there are both schools and pre-schools that are adjusted for children 
with disabilities. These schools can be an option if the child does not want to go in an 
integrated class (rbu, 200-a). Students in preschool, elementary school, high school or special 
school should get support efforts if they need it to be able to study. It is the kommuns 
responsibility to give the support needed to children with disabilities to make them be able to 
take part in the activities and to make sure the resources are enough (rbu, 200-b).  

2.1.3 What kind of wheelchairs is there? 

The wheelchair used in Sweden have gone from being a rocking-chair made of rattan or wood 
with wheels on it to the lightweight construction of carbon fiber that you see today (see the left 
wheelchair in the picture beneath). The process of developing wheelchairs started quite 
recently. In the 1970s the most common wheelchairs were foldable. This made them skewed 
and difficult to maneuver. As progress was being made the back wheels got a 2-degree 
angulation that made it easier to control and drive the wheelchair properly. This was the start 
of developments that have led to the type of wheelchairs used in Sweden today by a company 
called Panthera (Appendix D). The development is done through years of testing and 
knowledge. Often by people who themselves are users and are not satisfied with the range of 
wheelchairs that you can find at the market. It is a big field of developments and many things 
still to improve (Appendix D). 
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Picture 3 Here are pictures of the most common wheelchairs used in Sweden. To the left a 
comfort chair from HD rehab (200- ) and to the right an active chair from Panthera (2012). 

There are wheelchair manufacturers in Sweden that has focused on making the wheelchairs as 
light in weight as possible, slimmed and designed. They are successful in their field. They also 
have wheelchairs for those who do not have the ability to use as much strength and are not as 
mobile as some users (Appendix D). The developing of a wheelchair also depends on what you 
are using the wheelchair for. Do you have it for indoor/outdoor use? Do you need it to be 
motorized and do you need to be able to go to the toilet while using the chair? Now, users can 
find different kinds of wheelchairs for their special need (see Picture 3); comfort chairs, active 
chairs, standing chair, sport chairs and permobiles that are suitable for different disabilities 
(Appendix E).  

2.2 Background India 

There are 28 states in India and these are divided into smaller districts and blocks (Appendix F).  
Each state has a Department of Social Welfare (Appendix G). Their responsibility of the 
department in Delhi is providing “welfare programs and services to the handicapped persons” 
and “provides avenues for handicapped and creates awareness amongst the general public” 
(DoSW, 2012a). According to their website, through various initiatives and programs, Delhi 
Government is giving full support to the differently abled persons so that they can live with full 
participation and have equal involvement in every aspect of the society (DoSW, 2012b). 

The Institute for physically handicapped in Delhi distributes limbs and wheelchairs. There are 
two ways to get a prescription of aid; from a medical doctor or a rehabilitation person. The 
most common wheelchair is foldable and costs around 6000 INR. Except for wheelchairs used 
by people with Cerebral Pares there are generally no individual adjustments made (Appendix 
H). 
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The possibility of having a wheelchair in India is a privilege. If you are not able to buy a 
wheelchair you can rent one for a cost of 18 INR per month if you are living in Delhi. The 
wheelchairs are not costume made if you are not able to pay for it. The minimum cost for a 
wheelchair is around 3000 to 4000 INR. Most of the wheelchairs are made for someone to push 
the user around (Appendix G).  

ALIMCO, Artificial Limbs Manufacturing Corporation of India is a governmental company that 
manufactures wheelchairs and other assistive. From ALIMCO 3 million people have received 
aids mostly for free of cost. If a family has an income that is below 6500 INR per month the 
person in need gets a wheelchair or tricycle for free if the cost is below 6000 INR. If you have an 
income that does not succeed 10000 INR per month you get the wheelchair or tricycle for half 
the price. If the aid is more expensive than 6000 INR, the exceeding sum has to be paid by the 
user. The wheelchairs or tricycles are subsidized to a cost of 6000 INR even though they can be 
more costly (Appendix I). 

2.2.1 Non-Governmental Organizations in India 

There are NGOs in India that work in different ways to help people in the country. One of them 
is Caritas India. They do work in the disability sector.  The organization wants to spread 
information and create awareness amongst the population. Due to the fact that the 
government in India is very limited the NGOs are needed for the disabled people. But they 
cannot be held responsible for financing everything that has to be financed in the country. They 
can only play a small part. According to Dr. Maria Dason the NGOs responsibility is to keep the 
government informed about the situations throughout the country (Appendix F). 

Kiran Village, situated in the outskirts of Varanasi, is another NGO that operates in India. This 
NGO survives because of contributions and donations coming from abroad; not from the 
Government in India.  They are working with people with disabilities. One part of their activities 
is to provide education and aid. They do adjustments to wheelchairs in their own workshop 
(Appendix J). 

Aid is provided to the handicapped people in India through a hospital or a NGO. Since Delhi is 
the capital of India the system works better there because the financial situation is more 
sustainable. The government gives grants to NGOs in the disability field so they can start their 
practice. Grants are given on both national and state level. The applicant has to apply for more 
money each year. There are specific institutes that decides who gets the grant. The NGOs are 
free of cost appliances (Appendix G). 

There are four governmental institutes in different parts of India working with different 
disabilities. The Institute for Physically Handicapped is situated in Calcutta. In these institutes 
the personnel of NGOs gets education before opening a new school or a home for instance. 
Most of the rehabilitation centers in the states are run by NGOs (Appendix G). 

2.2.2 What kind of wheelchairs is there? 

While traveling through India one could get a view of what kind of wheelchairs that are most 
common. People living in the cities or in the rural areas often use the tricycle to move around 
due to the more stable construction. It has three wheels and a steering where users maneuver 
turning and braking with one hand and the motion forward with the other. Below is a picture of 
a tricycle seen in the streets of Delhi (often manufactured by ALIMCO) and the most common 
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wheelchair, the two-wheeler, manufactured by ALIMCO.  In the pictures below you can see 
different kind of wheelchairs made for the Indian market. 

 

Picture 4 Tricycle in Delhi and wheelchair at ALIMCO. 

ALIMCO also have wheelchairs for using in bathrooms and other aspects of daily life. They had a 
wide range of chairs but there are no facts about the level of usage for these chairs.  

 

Picture 5 Examples of wheelchairs manufactured by ALIMCO. 

2.2.3 Wheelchair usage in India 

According to the India Census 2001, there are 2.19 crore people with disabilities, who 
constitute 2.13 percent of the total population. According to the National Sample Survey 
Organization (NSSO) 5% of the population of 102 crores is with disabilities (DoSW, 2012b).  

In 1995 a law was conducted for the citizen’s equal opportunities. This law meant that public 
buildings and transportations would be adjusted for handicapped people (Appendix G). Though 
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this law was conducted in 1995 the environments are not handicap friendly. For example the 
sidewalks have to be equipped with ramps but they are not. Bigger schools also do not have 
ramps (Appendix G). 

Many people in India who would need a wheelchair do not have one. In 2001 there were 22 
million disabled people in India. In the state of Uttar Pradesh 3.4 million were disabled if 
including all kind of disabilities. About 40 percent is orthopedically disabled (Appendix I). In 
2011 in Uttar Pradesh, which is the most populous state in India, there were 199 581 477 
inhabitants (Census of India, 2011). 

Rural areas in India start at 5 km outside of a city and approximately 80 per cent of the 
population is living 10 km away from a city. This means that these people do not benefit from 
the economic growth in the country (Appendix F). According to Pia Daleke, the amount of 
people living in a city is 30.1 percent in India (2011b). This shows a different figure but a 
conclusion is that the majority of the people are not living in a city. The economic growth is 
seen in the cities. In the rural areas the infrastructure is working poorly, the schools are bad and 
the people are poor (Appendix F). A typical village that was visited during the travels can be 
seen below. 

 

Picture 6 A village in the outskirts of Kanpur. 

There are special schools for children with different disabilities with special educators in Delhi; 
these are called governmental teaching centers. In public schools there is also some integrated 
education for disabled children. But the resources are limited and therefore children with 
disabilities can only study until the 5th or 8th year.  As disabled you can get a scholarship to be 
able to make your own living (Appendix G). 
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There are some benefits for disabled in India. From the National trust a health card is provided; 
it is 100 000 INR per mentally handicapped child a year. At corporations there are quotes for 
handicapped; at least 3 per cent of the employees have to have some kind of disability. 1500 
INR per month is given from the Government to help people with disabilities (Appendix G). 

2.3 India and Sweden- a comparison 

By looking at the information gathered in chapter 2.2 and 2.3 a discussion took place. The result 
from this discussion is shown in the text that follows. 

It is a significant difference between how the system concerning disabled people and aid works 
in India in comparison with Sweden. India is a developing country with a lot of its inhabitants 
living in poverty. Support and contributions is given to improve the conditions for people with 
different kind of handicaps. In Sweden the system of getting an aid is controlled from the 
government, which is not the case in India where the dispersion of aid from the government 
seems to be less. Some people get their aid from the NGOs in India. In Sweden the NGOs are 
not providing aid. The NGO RTP is working to support and inform people with newly acquired 
injuries and their families. From interviews done with persons working in different parts of the 
aid system in India a conclusion is drawn; it seems easier in Sweden to distribute aid to disabled 
people. Why this might be easier in Sweden is likely a product of the fact that Sweden is a 
developed and smaller country by area with a stable economic situation; the infrastructure is 
working better and the population is less. 

If earning too much money in India and living with a disability, the user do not have the right to 
get an aid from the aid-system; in Sweden this is not a no-saying factor. In India a user can rent 
a wheelchair (at least in Delhi) and in Sweden you normally borrow your aid or receive it 
through Fritt val.  The aid available can differ depending on where you live in both of the 
countries. In Sweden this is due to the Hjälpmedelcentrals choice of what kind of aid they buy 
or receives. In India it instead depends on how well the system is working. For instance it is 
working better in Delhi or in a city in comparison with a village. 

The process of prescribing for aid is almost the same in both countries. A doctor or a 
rehabilitation person has authority to prescribe. In the first phase of getting an aid the system 
works similarly in India and Sweden; the user gets a prescription. After this phase it differs. In 
Sweden you have contact with an Hjälpmedelcentral and they help you to individualize and try 
out a suitable aid for your needs. In the northern part of India you get a wheelchair from an 
NGO or from The Institute for Physically Handicapped and the aid are in most cases not 
individualized. The customization of a wheelchair seems to be a question about wealth rather 
than need.  

At ALIMCO, the biggest manufacturer of wheelchairs in India, they construct wheelchairs that 
are standardized and not that ergonomically customizable in comparison with those to be 
found in Sweden. The cost of a wheelchair is less in India then in Sweden; referring to those the 
users get from the government. The purpose with a wheelchair in India in comparison with 
Sweden also differs. The main purpose of the wheelchair is in both countries to give the users 
mobility. In India it can be the only way of getting from one place to another while in Sweden 
there are other possibilities such as taking the bus or even a car. In Sweden there are bigger 
possibilities of receiving help with your everyday life. 
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It seems to be difficult to find information on how to apply for an aid in India. In Sweden the 
information is easily found on the Internet. The situation in India is affected by the fact that 
more people are living in the outskirts of the cities, villages and rural areas, which makes the 
information more difficult to convey to the population. 

The development of wheelchairs in the northern part of India is focusing on different aspects 
then in Sweden. In Sweden the standard wheelchair looks more stable and environmental 
adjusted. The resources in India are less and so the standard wheelchair is less stable and 
environmental adjusted. In India there seems to be more focus on getting a low cost 
wheelchair. In Sweden the focus is on stimulating other needs of the user to construct a more 
lightweight, comfortable or sports adjusted wheelchair. 

There are four governmental institutes in India working towards people with disabilities; in 
Sweden there are three similar institutes. If they work with the exact same things in India and 
Sweden is not known.  

It is hard to make a fair comparison between how many there are in need of an aid. Since the 
exact figures is difficult to find in India. In Sweden there are some 350 000 people that are in 
need of an aid to move. In the state Uttar Pradesh in northern India approximately 200 000 000 
are living and 3 400 000 people are disabled. About 1 400 000 of these are orthopedically 
disabled. But according to different sources the figure of how many people that are disabled in 
India can differ. It seems that Sweden with the population of about 9 500 000 people contains 
more people in relation to the population that are in need of an aid. There is about 3.6 percent 
of the population in Sweden and around 0.7 percent of the population in Uttar Pradesh that 
seems to be in need of an aid. This might not be the correct numbers because the conditions of 
who is in need of an aid might be different and the collection of data might not be reliable. It is 
not that easy to obtain new and correct data due to the difficulties with reaching out to the 
people living in the more rural areas of India. The huge and quickly growing numbers of 
inhabitants could also be a cause to why it is difficult to cover everyone.  

The rehabilitation in Sweden is taken care of by the government through the kommun, 
landsting or private sector and is financed by the government. In India the rehabilitation is 
mostly given through NGOs. In Sweden you can get up to 30 360 SEK a year in so-called 
handikappersättning. In India a disabled person can get 1500 INR a month, that is equal to 
about 2 250 SEK a year. This shows the big gap between the economies in the countries. It also 
enlightens the facts that there are many people living in poverty in India. 
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3 IMPLEMENTATION 

User-studies and interviews were the most important step to be able to design and develop a 
wheelchair. To meet the needs of and specify the target-group information about their living-
situation was retrieved through interviews and visits to NGOs. 

3.1 Field study and information retrieval 

Interviews were conducted as well as visits to places that had relevance to the study. The 
interviews had the outmost importance for developing the aid in the next phase of the project. 
During the field study the focus group was disabled people living in the rural areas; villages in 
the northern part of India. There were no limitations to which kind of disability or to what age 
the interviewee should have. Interviews were made with people that were willing to participate 
and they were found through different contacts. The visits were mainly made to NGOs working 
to help people with disabilities. Many of the interviews took place while also visiting an 
organization or place of interest. The main focus, during the information-gathering phase, was 
on wheelchairs as an aid.  

3.1.1 Visits and travels 

Visits were made in Delhi, the area around Kanpur, outside of Varanasi and in Kolkata. The visits 
made in Delhi to the Department of Social welfare (Appendix G) and the Institute for physically 
handicapped (Appendix H) are basis to section 2 Frame of references and will not be further 
commented here. 

3.1.1.1 ALIMCO 

One visit was made to the wheelchair and aid manufacturer ALIMCO in Kanpur. They supply aid 
to the whole of India and almost have monopoly of the wheelchair distribution due to the fact 
that they work under the government (Appendix I). During this visit there was an opportunity to 
see the range of wheelchairs that can be bought and distributed from the company. There is 
one wheelchair that is the most common (Picture 4). There is also a big usage of their tricycle 
(Picture 7). 
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Picture 7 The most common tricycle sold by ALIMCO. 

In the year of 1976 the production of wheelchairs started at ALIMCO. Their business is situated 
in Kanpur and has had a close connection to IIT Kanpur during the years of operation. Today 
they have three production centers and are expanding with the opening of a new center. The 
marketing centers are situated in Mumbai and Delhi and their products reach out to 650 
districts (Appendix I). 

The visit to ALIMCO showed the manufacturing process, what materials they use and gave facts 
about the system and the economy surrounding this business field. Their manufacturing 
industry was rough and there were a big storage of parts for new wheelchairs and also storage 
of finished products. This raised the question of how efficient their business really is. Is there a 
better way to reach the people in need? Could it be made from a perspective where the 
wheelchairs are made piece-by-piece and then assembled by the owner? There is an example 
of this where the foundation Free Wheelchair Mission gives the wheelchairs to the users as a 
package and then they have instructions on how to assemble it (Free Wheelchair Mission, 
2000-2012).  

3.1.1.2 Visits to NGOs 

Kiran Village is situated outside of Varanasi in Madhopur. This visit was made to comprehend 
the work of an NGO in India. For information about their field of work see chapter 2.2 
Background India. The visit at Kiran Village showed that there are places in India where people 
with disabilities can come for school and work. They have an orthopedic lab where they do 
personalized changes to wheelchairs and other aid. In Picture 8 you can see two photos from 
their workshop. As the situation is today the work that is done can only reach an insignificant 
amount of people (Appendix J).  
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Picture 8 To the left is a piece of foam that was used for seating and to the right a cushioning in 
progress of being manufactured. These pictures are from the lab at Kiran Village. The foam was 

used for both wheelchairs and normal chairs. 

Spastic center in Kanpur is another NGO working with children with different disabilities. 
“During the past 14 years the Spastics Centre Kanpur has helped scores of disabled children and 
their under-privileged families through rehabilitative measures. We focus on physiotherapy, 
special education, vocational training, music, parent counseling and early detection” (Spastic 
Centre, n.d.). At several visits to the center different people were interviewed on their 
knowledge about disabilities. This was also a great opportunity to observe the children’s 
everyday-life at the Spastic center. 

3.1.1.3 Village visits 

Village visits was made outside of Kanpur and Kolkata. The village in the outskirts of Kanpur was 
quite large and had a school, a carpenter (Picture 9), a man braiding beds (Picture 10) and a 
cycle-repair shop.  
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Picture 9 The carpenter in the village outside of Kanpur. To the right are tables he has made. 

These are occupations that could come in handy if a wheelchair was to be manufactured in the 
villages by people living and working there. If a wheelchair would break down they could also 
mend it easily using the knowledge of the craftsmen. The man braiding the beds used locally 
grown material (Appendix K).  

 

Picture 10 Man braiding a bed in the Village outside of Kanpur. 

A person using a wheelchair or tricycle does not easily maneuver the vehicle due to the 
surroundings in the villages. The surface of the roads is uneven and the roads are narrow and 
consist of mud. A ditch is stretched out crossing the road and it is used as a sewer (Appendix K). 

The village in the outskirts of Kolkata was different from Village near Kanpur. It was very 
difficult for a person in a wheelchair to move around in the environment with watercourse 
surrounding the village and dense vegetation. Just getting to the main road was very difficult 
since the village was situated in the forest and the brick roads were very narrow. 
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3.1.1.4 Visit to market in Kanpur 

To be able to get knowledge about which materials are locally available and typical for this area 
of India the market in the city of Kanpur was visited, see Picture 11. This market was situated in 
the middle of the city center and consisted of areas selling different types of materials. There 
was one area where they sold metal; pipes that could be used to build a wheelchair. Another 
area sold foam and fabrics that could be used for the seating in the wheelchair. 

 

Picture 11 Steel pipes and foam that can be bought at the market in Kanpur 

3.1.1.5 Travels 

When conducting the field study different places in the northern part of India were visited as 
seen from the map (Picture 12). One observation was that if going by train the train stations 
would be difficult to access if wheelchair bound. In Delhi the visited subway stations had 
elevators where a person in wheelchair could access the subway. 

A stay in Patna, which is one of the most populated and poorest places in India, contributed in 
locating different aspects while developing an aid. In the old part of Patna people lived in small, 
crowded houses. The streets were like the streets in the Village in the outskirts of Kanpur; with 
open sewers. The streets were narrow and the surface uneven. This shows that the same living 
situation is found independently if living in a city or in a village. Accessibility for those using a 
wheelchair could be difficult due to the conditions of the roads. 
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Picture 12 Map over India and the northern part marked in orange color. 

Kanpur is a big city, measured by Swedish standards, and it still has gravel roads in the city 
center. Kolkata is one of the biggest cities in India and can be compared to the big cities in 
Europe while staying in the city center. In the outskirts of the city the roads are again in bad 
conditions and difficult to access. Varanasi was visited during the stay at Kiran Village. This 
place is famous for its narrow winding streets. With the big crowds of people and the 
conditions of the streets moving here with a wheelchair seems like a struggle. In Mumbai there 
are huge slum areas; this shows again that life in the city could be with the same conditions as 
living in the rural areas.  

3.1.2 Interviews 

The interviews were performed at different sites depending on where people could be found 
who wanted to talk about their situation. When conducting these interviews there were many 
things to take into consideration; shame, accessibility to the villages, people who could 
translate and so forth. The area of the field study was at IIT Kanpur, Spastic Center in Kanpur, a 
Village outside of Kanpur and a Village in the outskirts of Kolkata.   

13 interviews were made during the field study. The interviewees were users and people 
working with differently able children and parents to two of the children. The user-studies had 
the most direct impact on the development of the wheelchair. Out of the 13 interviewees 7 of 
them were a part of the user-study.  
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3.1.2.1 User study 

The meetings and interviews with the users were made at the campus of IIT Kanpur, at their 
homes and at Spastic Center in Kanpur. The study was conducted using a method of qualitative 
character as described in the section 1.4 Method. The separate interviews were conducted in 
the same manner.  

The 7 users were: Nane living in the village in the outskirts of Kanpur, Ajay and Guddu living in 
Kanpur, Abhilash Gupta, Anant and Mohd Shiblikhan studying at the Spastic center and Aloke 
living in the village in the outskirts of Kolkata. They all come from backgrounds both similar and 
different from each other. 

User Age Vehicle Living 

Abhilash Gupta 19 2 wheeler Kanpur 

Anant 13 2 wheeler Kanpur 

Mohd Shiblikhan 24 2 wheeler Kanpur 

Aloke 25 none Village, Kolkata 

Nane 20 Tricycle Village, Kanpur 

Ajay 24 Tricycle Kanpur 

Guddu 30 Tricycle Kanpur 

Table 1 The users from the user study and what kind of vehicle they are using 

Contemplating the information received from this table (Table 1) there is a possibility to draw 
conclusions from the type of vehicle used and the users living situation. Those who need to 
travel longer distances during a day, to be able to work, or is living in a village are using a 
tricycle. A 2 wheeler are more often used indoors and is not practical to use if moving on roads. 
The 2 wheeler is often smaller in size than the tricycle. Aloke did have both a 2 wheeler and a 
tricycle but could not use either of them due to the uneven ground and the construction of the 
village where he lived. Tricycles has been seen during the travels as well as commented in the 
chapter 2.2 Background India. While doing the interviews and observing everyday life in India, 
notes were made that the disabled people appurtenant to the focus-group uses a tricycle, 
simply a wheelchair with three wheels and another type of steering, instead of a 2 wheeler. It 
enables users to move in traffic and makes it easier to move forward on rocky ground. 
(Appendix L-P) 

3.1.2.2 Knowledgeable people 

At the Spastic center in Kanpur interviews were made with six persons, see Appendix L-Q, and 
the information important to the project is presented in this chapter. The interviews was with 
neuro rehabilitation therapist Ekta Jhingran, teachers Neetu and Smrati and the director of 
Spastic center Mirajee. 

Ekta Jhingran - Ekta felt that there are some basic problems with the wheelchairs. Firstly the 
positioning and especially for children with cerebral pares which has difficulties to sit because 
of their tightness in the muscle groups. She talked mostly about adjustments that could be 
made to benefit children with cerebral palsy. Her thoughts could also be used for this project 
even though the target group is not the same. She said that there should be an adjustable and 
sliding footrest. The whole construction of the chair should not be too broad because the user 
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need accessibility and move ability. It should be affordable and repairable and a wheelchair 
that relaxes the muscles. It could be foldable but without compromising steadiness and some 
parts might be attachable. Users should sit in 90 degrees or slightly flexed backwards by 10 
degrees. Her last advice was that after the prototyping was finished the prototype should be 
tested (Appendix L). 

Neetu and Smrati – They have, while working at the Spastic center, observed that there are 
only two sizes to AIMCO’s most used 2 wheelers/wheelchairs. This causes a big problem for the 
users for whom the wheelchair either is too big or too small. The bigger size is the adult size but 
this is even too small for the bigger kids. Due to this problem the children’s feet are not resting 
properly on the footrest (Picture 13). On top of that the footrest is not adjustable (Appendix Q).  

 

Picture 13 The picture to the right shows the bad size of the wheelchair. The picture to the left 
shows a footrest on a smaller chair. 

Many of the children studying at the Spastic center had problems with their hand function and 
had to use their body weight to move forward, if they were not being pushed. They say that the 
seating in the existing wheelchairs is comfortable; it is a piece of cloth. The used to apply 
cardboard to prolong the life of the chair but that started to hurt (Appendix Q). 

If they were able to construct a wheelchair they would want to address these problems: 

 The difficulties that occur when shifting from the wheelchair to a normal chair.  

 The size issue. 

 It is too heavy which makes it difficult for parents to push their child (Appendix Q). 

Mirajee – The founder of the center mentioned that they received a wheelchair from the USA 
once, an active-chair, which was easy to maneuver. The children fought about this wheelchair 
and that shows that they want to be active and be able to move independently. There are 
motorized wheelchairs that would make mobility easier as an option in India but they are very 
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expansive, about 1.5 laks. Her suggestion was to focus on the user with restricted arm use, due 
to the fact that most of the children at the Spastic center belong to this user group (Appendix 
Q).  

Nowadays the tires are either a hard tire or a standard bicycle tire. The hard tire might be more 
durable and you will not get a flat tire. In the city the surface of the roads are very rough so the 
wheelchairs or tricycles needs heavy-duty tires. To make the user inclusive she or he needs to 
be able to use the roads (Appendix Q).  

3.1.3 Compilation of the material retrieved 

The information from the User study is here examined and compared to show the result from 
the user study. The information gathered from interviews with knowledgeable people, their 
most important ideas and suggestions were, supports the information retrieved during our User 
study.  

The views from users that reoccurred during the user study are gathered in Table 2 above. The 
Internal factors are aspects that came up during the interviews. To be able to go forth in the 
development it is needed to look at what each user thought about these aspects and if their 
usage of their vehicle is affected by these aspects. 

                                  Users 
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Anant Ajay Guddu Abilash Aloke Nane 

Mohd 
Shiblikan 

 

Uncomfortable  X X     2 (7) 

Problems with dysfunctional 
brakes 

 X X X  X X 5 (7) 

Needs fixing   X X    2 (7) 

Back problems  X X    X 3 (7) 

Size of vehicle a problem  X X  X  X 4 (7) 

To be motorized X  X X   X 4 (7) 

Need of two wheelchairs X       1 (7) 

Problems with footrest  X     X 2 (7) 

Wanted sun cover  X X     2 (7) 

Problems with size of seating X X X   X  4 (7) 

Difficulties with climbing in and 
out 

      X 1 (7) 

Wants to be independent X      X 2 (7) 

Space for another person  X X     2 (7) 

Cover for chain  X X     2 (7) 

Bell/Horn   X     1 (7) 

Table 2 Factors concerning the users vehicles and if the mentioned the factors during the 
interview. 

 

These were the most mentioned factors; problems with size of seating (4/7), to be motorized 
(4/7), size of vehicle a problem (4/7), back problems (3/7) and problems with dysfunctional 
brakes (5/7). These are the factors that most of the users have in common (Table 2). 
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The aspect of the wheelchair being uncomfortable was not mentioned by that many of the 
users. When interviewing the users the ones who did not feel uncomforted while being in their 
vehicle thought of it as being either comfortable or did not think of the subject at all. Those 
who thought of it as comfortable were younger and had not yet experienced issues with the 
chair. Those who did not think of it all had come to terms with their situation and felt that there 
was nothing to be done about their condition. Therefore they chose not to think about the 
problems and had almost forgotten about them.  

3.2 Development process 
When having compiled the information from the interviews and visits, brainstorming and 
concept developing started. With that foundation for further developments the next step is 
bringing all of the information retrieved into a design and a functioning prototype. This part of 
the developing process is called Conceptual design accordingly to Ullman (2010, section 1 
chapter 1.4 Method). The first step was to contemplate ideas and start a brainstorming session. 

3.2.1 Brainstorming  
Brainstorming has taken place throughout the process with reflections and discussions. The 
progress presented here is the most significant for the prototype and the process. 

3.2.1.1 Mapping  

The first step after completing the field study and gathering the information was to make a 
demands list and mapping, see Picture 14, of the problem area containing the expectations 
both from the user’s point of view and the view as a designer. These mind maps was important 
to encircle and be able to break down the problem into smaller pieces. From Table 2 (table in 
the previous chapter) it is easy to see which qualities in a wheelchair or tricycle that is 
important; sitting position, construction and steering. 

 

Picture 14 This shows a section of the mapping of expectations; both from a designers point of 
view and the users. 
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From these observations and the mapping a list was conducted to be able to continue and 
delimit the further developing of the prototype. The list starts with the most important aspect 
of the wheelchair or tricycle; both from the designer point of view as well as the users. The 
aspects that were considered the most important were the inclination of the seat, followed by 
the positioning of the footrest and then the cushioning of the seat. For the complete list see 
Appendix R. 

3.2.1.2 Target-group 

Mind mapping was also the foundation for deciding in which direction to go with the target-
group. The main aspects regarding the user were their living area; the situation of their 
everyday life and what kind of disability they have were reconsidered. Through mapping and 
sorting out emotional and fact based aspects considering the target group became clearer. 
Persons in need of a wheelchair can be divided into two groups; those who can use the 
wheelchair without help from another person and those who do not have the upper-body 
strength to move on their own. For this project, being able to construct a wheelchair which 
should be easy to manufacture and affordable, the independent user fits the target group and 
the requirements better. The focus during the field study and visits has been on the rural areas 
so therefore it seems as a clear choice. 

The target group for the wheelchair is disabled people living in the rural areas without a stable 
economic situation. The user should also have strength in his or hers upper-arms so that he or 
she can maneuver the wheelchair without someone pushing them.  

3.2.1.3 Ergonomics 

To make decisions regarding the ergonomically aspects of the design another mapping was 
made for different suggestions regarding sitting position, the construction and the steering as 
seen in the picture below. The suggestions were valued by stating the good versus bad aspects 
of each suggestion.  

 

Picture 15 Mapping made on sitting position, wheels and steering. 
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One idea was to bring the user closer to the ground while moving. This would make the 
motions of the vehicle feel more stable and make it easier to move in and out of the 
wheelchair. Some things that were necessary to take into consideration were the water-level 
rising with the monsoon, dust from the roads and connotations. The height of the wheelchair 
should be lowered but to what height? How can it be done without raising the cultural aspect 
of connotations with beggars? The lowest part of the construction has to be on a safe level to 
avoid bumps in the roads. 

3.2.2 Primarily Demands 

After brainstorming sessions and discussions about ergonomics, constructions and other 
important aspects concerning the prototype decisions were needed to further develop the 
ideas. The important aspects were how to proceed with the sitting position to promote 
ergonomics and the size of the wheels to be able to lower the construction. Additional 
decisions were made considering the design and construction during the progress with the 
prototype in section Result.  

3.2.2.1 Two concepts for sitting position  

The two chosen sitting positions was reviewed in three different ways; during a meeting with 
the Mr Dubey at ALIMCO (Appendix S), through testing the sitting positions and by getting 
response from people working with this project. In the first position named Sitting position 1 
(Picture 16) the user will have the legs stretched out with an angle by the knees. There will be a 
slight tilt of the backrest. In the second position, Sitting position 2 (Picture 16), the user squats 
and there is still a slightly tilted backrest.   

 

Picture 16 To the right Sitting position 1 – squatting and to the left Sitting position 2 – stretched 
out 

The facts about the two positions are gathered in the table below. A comparison was made 
between the two concepts on how they related to the facts that were important regarding the 
positions. The positioning should enhance the ergonomics and benefit an easy steering 
movement. The positioning is the main aspect of the design of the wheelchair and it is an 
important choice for the development. Together with the main construction and the steering 
the positioning makes the whole wheelchair come together. From the user-study the amount of 
time spent in their vehicle made this choice to an important one.   
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 Sitting position 1 Sitting position 2 

Height above ground, at a 
minimum of 20 cm. 

This position might cause the wheelchair to be 
closer to the ground. It could be a problem. 

This sitting position does not inflect on the height 
above ground and is therefore not a problem. 

Length of wheelchair This length will be shorter; 100-110 cm. 
Due to the stretched out position this will cause 
the wheelchair to be longer; 110-150 cm. 

Ergonomics 
To sit in a squatting position is not proven to be 
right in an ergonomically view. 

This position is ergonomically correct if using the 
right angels and measurements. 

Connotations 
Cultural connotations; beggars can often be seen 
sitting like this on a board close to the ground. 

No cultural connotations. 

Broadness 
The broadness of the seat could become a bit 
bigger with this position. 

No exceeding broadness. 

Adjustable 
This position would be better suited for moving in 
smaller areas. 

The position would not promote moving in 
smaller areas; for example indoors. 

Table 3 Table made to show the advantages and disadvantages of the two concepts 

The final choice was Sitting position 2. It was found to be more ergonomically suitable for a 
person to sit this way during a longer period of time. During the User study the knowledge of 
how long time they actually sit in the wheelchair is an important aspect to take into 
consideration. This position does not come with the connotations that Sitting position 1 did. A 
squatting position, that would contribute to make the construction lower, could connect to 
beggars and the way they sometimes move around. Beggars use a board with wheels on it that 
moves close to the ground and moves forward by putting one had to the ground. Sitting 
position 1 does have an advantage in size and would be easier to use in smaller spaces and 
indoors. But the disadvantages in the more important aspect of ergonomics make position 2 a 
better choice.  

Due to the choice of sitting position the design was narrowed down to be either an already 
familiar construction in the field of wheelchair developing or to be a more simple construction. 
The construction becomes more stable when using this sitting position and more secure as well. 
The users get more control of the steering and in case of an accident it is easier for them to 
take control of the situation. 

3.2.2.2 Choosing between making a completely new wheelchair 
or doing modifications to an existing 

The possibility of constructing a wheelchair from scratch was on the front edge of focus from 
the very beginning of the project. The opportunity came up to make a prototype by 
modifications to an already existing construction. The existing construction could have been a 
wheelchair given from ALIMCO. The two options were carefully considered and to construct a 
prototype from scratch was in the end chosen. This although the time of making a functioning 
prototype from scratch would take more time then changing an existing one. Another 
argument for choosing to construct from scratch was that it seemed to fulfill the economic 
criteria as well. The cost of the prototype should be less than the cost of the cheapest 
wheelchair at ALIMCO and therefore that option was excluded. Also if starting with an existing 
solution there would not be a possibility to lower the wheelchair or decide on how many 
wheels there should be. Basically it would hinder the development.  
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3.2.2.3 Two, three or four wheels 

Another part of the decision making process was to determine what was most efficient and 
user friendly; to use two, three or four big wheels for the construction. In Table 4 there is 
shown that considering the requirements (Appendix R), using three wheels is the best option. 
Three wheels would make it more stable than using two wheels and there would be a smaller 
rotation area needed than with four wheels. Also to lower the sitting position would make the 
wheelchair more stable and more secure if the wheelchair was about to rollover. A way of 
lowering the seat was to minimize the size of the wheels.  

 2 wheels 3 wheels 4 wheels 

Footrest; does the wheels make 
it easy to place a footrest. 

9 6 7 

Brakes 3 8 5 

Affordability 10 9 8 

Easiness of moving forward 10 9 6 

Max load 3 6 9 

Easiness of turning (sharp) 8 7 4 

                      Total amount: 43 45 39 

Table 4 In the table there are comparison between the concepts by grading each demand that is 
important for the wheelchair for each concept with a sale 1-10. The higher score the better does 

the concept meet the demand. 

3.2.2.4 Final demands list 

The final demands on the product as well as wishes came as a result of the user study, 
information retrieval, brainstorming and all the other parts in the process of finding the final 
concept. It needs to be said that the list is for a final product and was a starting point for the 
prototype making. The final demands list contains specifications such as: An inclination of seat 
angle to make the user sit in an ergonomically correct position, Handles should be grip friendly 
and Materials should be suited to the climate. For the full version of the Demands list see 
Appendix T. 
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3.3 The final concept 

The final concept was chosen after the brainstorming sessions and through carefully considered 
choices made throughout the whole process. Using information from the field study and 
already existing knowledge the final concept came to be the following (Picture 17). 

 

Picture 17 A drawing displaying the concept of the final design; with the main functions shown.  

The concept uses Sitting Position 1 to enhance the ergonomics. The user will be sitting slightly 
in front of the back wheel axis. One main pipe will be used to carry the weight. The wheelchair 
will also be equipped with three wheels for a stable and lowered construction. The front wheel 
will be a size smaller, looking at regular bicycle tires, than the ones in the back to ease the 
movement. Back and foot rests are to be adjustable. The steering is simplified by removing one 
of the actions required when driving the existing tricycle. This concept will enable the user to 
steer and keep the wheelchair moving forward in one motion. The technique used to construct 
the steering is taken from the gear and pedals on a regular bicycle.  

The final concept is inspired by handcycles that can be seen in Sweden. Handcyles are mainly 
used by wheelchair bound persons while traveling on a highroad or in a forest; which is often 
done for the purpose of traveling longer distances or exercising. On a handcycle there are the 
two-handgrip which makes it easier to maneuver the vehicle. Handcycles have three wheels 
and are made for outdoors activities and more uneven ground. The final concept is an 
improvement made to the existing tricycle and the design is influenced by the handcycle.  
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4 RESULT  

The final concept was made into a prototype. It was made to see if the design actually worked 
and to get feedback through user testing. A prototype is important for the developing process 
to intercept errors in the construction. Here the steering was the crucial aspect that needed 
design iterations and testing. Materials were gathered at a market and a cycle repair shop in 
Kanpur. 

4.1 Two weeks of prototyping 

After the final concept was decided the prototyping process commenced. The prototype was 
manufactured in the Fine Arts lab at IIT Kanpur with the help from people working there. The 
final concept had been decided but to make it into a prototype it required technical drawings. 
The drawings are found in the Appendix U showing measurements of all parts. The most 
important aspects of the design had to be considered. The final concept included a lowered 
construction, three wheels and adjustments to improve the ergonomics. The prototype is to be 
seen as a first step toward a final product. The most important aspects of the wheelchair 
(Appendix T) were basis to what to concentrate on while building the prototype. The two key 
properties were to make the sitting part and the footrest adjustable. These two properties are 
the key to the prototype and to try to make it lower than the existing tricycle (Picture 4). The 
steering was significant for the concept and the prototype showed if it would work and what 
would be the best way to achieve it. The material consisted of steel pipes with different 
thickness and parts from a cycle. More information on the material is found in the chapter 4.2 
Materials below. 

4.1.1 Undercarriage 

The undercarriage (see Picture 18) of the prototype was made through cutting steel pipes and 
welding the pieces together. When the right height above ground was achieved for the lowest 
part of the undercarriage the wheels was mounted to the construction, two in the back and one 
in front. When this was done it was possible to test the construction for weight endurance. The 
construction was able to carry the weight of an adult. In the prototype the main pipe linking the 
back wheels with the front wheel has a sharp angle. This is where the two pipes had to be 
welded in an angle to create the main pipe. It was supposed to be only one pipe but it was not 
possible to bend it the way that was required. In the design the pipe would be thicker and have 
a rounded bending.  
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Picture 18 The three wheels and the main pipe that is the under-carriage of the wheelchair. 

4.1.2 Steering 

Subject to remaking were the steering (Picture 19) and the positioning of the front wheel 
(Picture 18). Used to construct the steering was parts taken from cycles. The crank, chain and 
pedals constituted the steering. From a two-hand grip on the pedals the user should be able to 
both steer and make the wheelchair move forward. During the process of constructing the 
steering, some changes had to be made to the main frame. When the steering had been 
through some rough testing to make sure that it was working the next thing to focus on was the 
seating and footrest.  
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Picture 19 The steering under construction; the parts has been welded together and here it is 
tested to see if it is working properly. 

4.1.3 Seating and footrest 

The seating was made from plywood. The back frame was going to be adjustable in the way 
that it could be moved backward and forward. How this could be done was discussed and then 
the final design was made so that the backrest, a board of plywood, was attached to a metal 
rail with holes for screws. The rail with the attached board could then be moved by putting it 
together with the different holes made in the main construction (Picture 20). 

 

Picture 20 The sliding function of the backrest is achieved through the holes in the frame. 
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The intention was to make the footrest adjustable as well. There were difficulties with finding 
the right position for the footrest on the frame and also where the best place was for the user 
to place the feet. The footrest cannot interfere with the steering and should be placed so that 
the sitting position is comfortable and ergonomic. After contemplating the solutions and also 
the time frame the decision was made to try to find a good positioning for the footrest but not 
to make it adjustable on this prototype.  

4.1.4 Finished prototype  

The prototype (Picture 21) was compared to the existing tricycle, which is the type of 
wheelchair that came closest to the construction of the prototype. This comparison showed 
that the prototype is smaller, has a lowered undercarriage and with a completely new 
technique of steering.  

 

Picture 21 The finished prototype outside of the Fine arts lab at IIT Kanpur. 

4.1.4 Manufacturing process 

The prototyping was implemented during a period of three days. Roughly the manufacturing 
time was 24 hours. Most time consuming was to construct the steering; when actually 
manufacturing the wheelchair this would not be an issue. It took time due to re-constructions 
and changes that had to be made to the design. If there were only the question of assembling 
the parts the manufacturing time would decrease. It might be unfair to compare with the 
manufacturing time in the ALIMCO factory during this phase of the developing process. When 
the design is complete and the materials for a final product are set then investigations can be 
made considering the manufacturing time.  
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4.2 Materials 

The materials for the prototype were found at the local market in Kanpur and from a bicycle 
shop. The local market was a kind of market you can find in the cities of India. The components 
that were bought for the prototype were almost all of them with standard measurements. The 
construction was to be made out of steel-pipes with different thicknesses and bicycle wheels. 
This so the final product could be repaired in a village with parts from a bicycle shop. For the 
prototype not all of the parts were bought, some of them were found on the junkyard. The 
following list shows what the price would have been if all the components were bought. 

Quantity Particulars Rate Amount 

2 M.S.Tube Pipe 40 feet 1800.00 3600.00 

2 Rim back Wheel 245.00 490.00 

2 Tyre back Wheel 180.00 360.00 

2 Tube back Wheel 110.00 220.00 

1 Rim front Wheel 270.00 270.00 

1 Tyre front Wheel 160.00 160.00 

1 Tube front Wheel 100.00 100.00 

1 Chain 70.00 70.00 

1 Free wail 65.00 65.00 

1 Bottom Excel 95.00 95.00 

1 Gear & Crank 220.00 220.00 

1 Front Kanchi with fitting 260.00 260.00 

2 Ball bearing 39.00 78.00 

4 Katerpin 5.00 20.00 

1 Handel 110.00 110.00 

2 Paddel Excel 15.00 30.00 

 Miscellaneous 50.00 50.00 

1 Paint 200.00 200.00 

 Total:  6398.00 

Table 5 This table shows what the cost would have been if all the material for the prototype had 
been bought at the local market in Kanpur. 

The cost for the finished tricycle should not exceed 6000 INR that you can get the cheapest 
wheelchair in India for today. As is shown Table 5, the cost for the prototype actually would 
exceed this limit. The total price for a product if no changes were done to the prototype would 
be 6398 INR. Note that this price is excluding labor, shipping and tool cost. The price is also only 
calculated for making one product. If mass production would be done like with the wheelchairs 
at ALIMCO then the price for each wheelchair would look differently. 

What also need to be said is that the materials used for the prototype are only for the 
prototype. If manufacturing a real product more investigations would be necessary, to see what 
kind of materials would be the most suitable both in the economic, user, manufacturing, 
environmental and ergonomic perspective.  

From the very beginning of the project the goal was to make a prototype that could be made in 
the villages by local material and by the craftsmen there. This changed as the process 
proceeded. It was discovered that according to the demands on the wheelchair the main 
material should be steel. There was no material in the villages that could replace the 
qualifications of the steel. Steel is a strong material that qualifies for the great weather 
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differences in the user’s area with heavy rains, sandstorms and extreme heat. One thought was 
to use bamboo to construct the main frame to the wheelchair but this material was not easily 
available in the villages in northern part of India. To combine both materials from the local 
village and closest city the main structure for the final product could be in steel and the seat 
and cushioning could be made of the craftsmen in the village. The carpenter could make the 
frame of the seat and the man braiding the bed could make the seat. In this way the wheelchair 
could also be more customary made in that way more ergonomic for the user. 

4.3 User testing 

Five persons tested the prototype; one of them is seen in Picture 22. Two of the test persons 
were everyday users of tricycles and also had not been interviewed before and not aware of 
the project until the prototype was finished. This enabled a fresh and new view on the project. 
The other three were not users of wheelchairs. 

 

Picture 22 Comparison made during user testing; the prototype in the foreground 

The user testing was made this way to be able to compare the views on the final prototype. The 
testers used the prototype on the same surface and said their opinions on the products. 
Answers taken from the user testing were compiled in Table 6. The criteria presented were 
does most important throughout the development and finishing of the prototype and could be 
used for further development. All testers found the prototype to have an easier steering 
technique, that it was easy to enter the wheelchair and that the brakes were good. None found 
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the sitting position to be comfortable due to adjustments that needs to be made; positioning 
steering and footrest. The non-users thought of the prototype as better than existing tricycle 
and the users did not think of it as better. 

Criteria Users Non-users 

Easy steering x x 

Easy to enter x x 

Comfortable sitting position - - 

Good brakes x x 

Better in comparison with 
the tricycle 

 x 

Table 6 Compilation from user testing. 

4.4 Time elapsed 

To finish the whole project the time needed was at total 20.5 weeks. The time in India was 8 
weeks, 6 weeks of interviews and user study and two weeks of prototyping (Appendix V). To be 
able to implement the project this was the time needed in order to reach the goal; meeting the 
targets that was put up in the beginning.  
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5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

After research and development, a discussion took place and conclusions were drawn. Were 
the differences between India and Sweden as big as they were thought of from the beginning? 
Did the result end up as expected? 

5.1 Discussion 

It was difficult to learn if handicapped persons in India are treated the same way as in Sweden; 
there are langue gaps and when interviewing a person for the first time and concerning a 
sensitive subject like this it can be sensitive to ask them about their most inner thoughts.  

The meetings with disabled people in villages were especially difficult, as they seemed to be 
ashamed to talk about their disability. People from all over the village came to the place where 
the interview was and the person being interviewed seemed more and more uncomfortable, 
ashamed or embarrassed. The interview had to be ended. These situations were also hard to 
understand because of the language barrier. The struggles with understanding the Indian 
society with its different religions, its culture and the economic situation for people in different 
parts of the social hierarchy made it even more difficult to approach people and really 
understand their situation. There were so many other things to take into consideration and at 
the same time conduct the field study. 

Do the economy-, religion- and culture differences have an impact on the attitude toward 
disabled/disabilities? This question was asked before going to India and there is no 
unambiguous answer. It is rather difficult to answer. All people are a part of a society and in 
that society there are different factors that have impact on our life- views. We do believe as 
well that all of these differences also are factors that have impacted the society’s attitude 
toward disabled/disabilities.  

But in different ways, some may believe that a disabled child is a gift from god to their parents 
since that child is here on earth to spread happiness. This is something a person has straight 
forward expressed to us during the travels in India. But not all opinions about disabled people 
are positive; these negative thoughts seems to exist in all parts of the society and both amongst 
high educated as well as non-educated people. The prejudices people have do not seem to 
disappear just because of their educational leave. 

The prototype came to be the final result of this project and the aim with the field study. As a 
first step in a developing process it made us aware of how the design and function met the 
demands. The design that was decided on before starting the prototyping had to altered due to 
aspects that were not possible to take into consideration before actually being able to build the 
prototype. These altering might have been prevented if the construction of the steering had 
been more carefully looked at earlier. But at the same time this prototype was made to become 
aware of misconstructions.  

All aspects received from the field study in India had had an impact on the design and therefore 
the wheelchair is suited for disabled people in India. We chose to focus on the ergonomics, 
which is a non-existing aspect on wheelchairs in India. This seemed the most important to us 
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and with the prototype in mind we managed to meet some of the demands stated. Actually the 
people in wheelchairs in Sweden and India have the same basic requirement on a wheelchair; it 
should be comfortable and make life easier for them. Aside from this there are other aspects 
such as culture and environmental surroundings that have impact on the development of a 
wheelchair. This is what distinguishes India from Sweden.  

The wheelchair is still quit big, even though it was made smaller than the existing tricycle. It is 
suitable to use outside and too big to use indoors. We made this choice to the construction due 
to the fact that the persons we interview had such small space where they lived and had no use 
of an indoor aid. The wheelchair suits the needs of travelling from point a to point b. With 
further adjustments users will be able to be in the wheelchair during a whole day. On the 
prototype the footrest was not adjustable and this is something that has to be done before a 
final product is made. 

In the beginning of the report the questions that encircled the work were stated. We wanted to 
answer these questions while being in India and doing this project. They were all answered 
throughout the work due to the fact that we had stated them before going to India and getting 
more knowledge. Through the travels made we noticed that there are both big and small 
differences regarding the living situations in the cities and the living situations in the village. The 
bigger cities are urban and at the same time the outskirts looks like a rural area. The same living 
conditions exist in a city and in a village. This was the answer to one of the questions asked.  

What can be done to improve the existing aids? – This was another of the questions asked and 
there is a clear answer to this question. Yes, there are many things that can be done and people 
must be made aware of what they have the right to. 

5.2 Conclusions 

A conclusion drawn from the project was that people in India and Sweden are not that 
different. We do not think that differently and we do all have prejudices. But differences in 
culture and economic conditions do affect the attitude towards and opportunities for disabled 
people. There are 3.64 percent of the population living with disabilities in Sweden and they can 
get 30 360 a year in contributions. In Uttar Pradesh, with a population vastly bigger than the 
Swedish, the percent is 0.68 and the amount they can receive as a contribution is 2 250 a year. 
One might think that the amount a person receives in Sweden would be higher and then you 
see what they have to rely on as an income in India. This can be the only income they have. In 
Sweden there are other contributions as well and the chance of being employed is bigger. Even 
though the people are not that different the possibilities to be able to live a full life is.  

A conclusion from seeing different places during the field study is that it is difficult to belong to 
the poorest part of society with no difference if living in the city or on the countryside. An aid 
that is constructed for people living in the rural areas could also have a target group in the cities 
of India. 

Maybe if the time spent with each interviewee were longer then the information would have 
been more inclusive. To be able to make a richer research more knowledge in which way to 
approach the people would be preferable. If having more time and resources to spend on this 
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project it would be preferable to meet more people and conduct a bigger field study. This 
conclusion is a conclusion that came while doing the user-study. 

The questions we chose to encircle the project in the beginning of the project were answered. 
They were a good foundation for this project and helped during the field study and design 
process. But maybe it would have been better to narrow the project even more before going. 
India is accessible in a way that Sweden is not and people’s openness and helpfulness made it 
easy for us to finish this project in this manner. 

The prototype did meet the expectations. As a primary prototype this was a good result. The 
following demands that were put on a final product are some of the demands that was 
achieved; an inclination of seat angle to make the user sit in an ergonomically correct position, 
there must be brakes on the wheelchair, the size of the wheels should enable an ergonomically 
correct sitting position, lower the construction and make the wheelchair move with stability 
and height above ground for lowest part of the wheelchair is 20 cm. 
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6 FUTURE WORK 

Next step in the development would be to make the wheelchair adjusted to the demands and 
also update the Demands list. This process could be done by expanding the field study or by 
constructing another prototype and conduct further user testing. There probably will be several 
iterations before landing on a final product. It would be suitable to make a virtual model before 
taking the project further. The model could then be tested during exposure to a load to see 
how the construction would react to this. This would put the prototype though additional 
testing. We know through the user testing that it can take the load of an adult person and to 
locate where the major tensions on the construction are is the next step.  

Further investigations into the manufacturing process regarding costs and time are a good 
investment to continue with making the prototype into an actual product. You would have to 
break the process down into smaller pieces to be able to see where the time and cost is spent. 
There would have to be a study of the manufacturing process for the current wheelchair sold by 
ALIMCO and materials would play an important role in a final product. It would be interesting 
to look deeper into the possibilities of what type of materials that are suitable for the climate in 
India and what could be made from it. Could a part of the seat actually be made in the same 
manner as the braided beds? Is steel the best option? It might be cheapest but is the density of 
the material to high? 

Now there has been a manufacturing of a primary prototype and there are different options 
when contemplating on manufacturing process for a final product. The two options for a 
further process that seems most likely are these; manufacturing through cooperation with 
ALIMCO or manufacturing with the help of an NGO and through craftsmen in the villages. If 
wanting to reach as many as possible there are probably most effective to use the existing 
machines at ALIMCOS factory. The wheelchair could still be made in a way that is easy for the 
craftsmen to mend if anything would break. But the cheapest option would perhaps be to only 
fabricate parts and then let the craftsmen or the users assemble the wheelchair themselves.  

The wheelchair could also be designed to make suitable for indoor use. A future work could be 
to make the front-part detachable to make the tricycle into a 2 wheeler and make it smaller. 
This would enable the user to have two vehicles in one.  This could be of use for a user that has 
a home of a bit bigger size where it could be preferable to have an indoor wheelchair as well.  
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APPENDIX A  

Hjälpmedelsservice Sodexo 

Datum: 23/3 2012 

Plats: Hallonbergen, Stockholm 

Genom ett besök på Sodexo hjälpmedelsservice i Stockholm fick vi möjligheten att lära oss 
lite mer om hur deras verksamhet fungerar. Vi fick även en större inblick i hur hela systemet 
fungerar för personer med olika typer av funktionsnedsättning fungerar. 

Vi besökte Kjersti Eliasson som visade oss runt på centralen. Hon talade om att det finns en 
bostadsanpassningsbyrå som hjälper till med att anpassa hemmet efter den 
funktionshindrades behov. Som brukare får man förskrivet ett hjälpmedel och sedan 
kommer man i kontakt med hjälpmedelscentralen där bland annat konsultation, utprovning, 
teknisk anpassning ingår. Individualisering av rullstolar görs för att förhindra att brukare får 
smärtor eller ryggproblem.  De tillhandahåller även service på sina produkter. Centralen har 
en butik där olika tillbehör för personer med funktionsnedsättning går att köpa. 

De tre vanligaste typer av rullstolar är komfort-, aktiv- och allround rullstol. Dessa finns på 
Sodexo och fås med hjälp av förskrivning. Beroende på vilket behov man har av hjälpmedel 
fås olika belopp att köpa sitt hjälpmedel för. Beloppet kan variera beroende på var i landet 
man bor.  

I sitt sortiment har centralen även hjälpmedel såsom täcken med tyngder i som ska hjälpa 
personer med sömnsvårigheter och tillbehör till rullstolar. Ett tillbehör som fanns var 
sittdynor som ska förhindra att sittsår uppstår. De finns med olika funktionalitet. En dyna 
bestod av flera luftkammare som uppblåses oberoende av varandra. Med hjälp av dessa kan 
man justera var brukaren vill ha tryck mot rumpa eller på baksidan av låret.  



 

 

APPENDIX B 

Caritas Sverige 

Datum: 14/3 2012 

Plats: Stockholm 

Information: Charles tog emot oss på sitt kontor. Han arbetar, genom Caritas i Sverige, med 
att ordna pengar till olika projekt i tredje världen, bland annat ett vattenprojekt i Afrika.  

Frågor till Caritas 

 Vad finns det för verksamhet i Indien? 

 Var är den stationerad och kan vi besöka någon på plats? 

 Center för utveckling av hjälpmedel i Dehradun. Har du någon vi kan kontakta? 

 Känner du till någon institution eller liknande som arbetar med handikappade 
barn i Indien som vi kan få kontakt med? 

 Finns det någon som varit med i den tidigare verksamheten som vi kan få komma 
i kontakt med? 

 Vad finns det för behov, hur skulle en rullstol kunna tillgodose dessa behov?  

 Hur ser hjälpmedlen ut i praktiken idag, vad har man råd med?  

 Hur lever man som handikappad i Indien, vad är positivt/negativt?  

 Vad saknas och vad finns?  

 Hur accepterat är det att vara handikappad i det Indiska samhället, vilken syn har 
man på handikapp?   

 Vilka lokala tillverkningsmetoder finns som är billiga och användbara? 

Möte 

Mötet började med att vi berättade vad vi har tänkt göra i Indien och vilka ambitioner vi har 
med vårt projekt. På detta fick vi sedan en hel del intressanta synpunkter. 

Vi talade om den hypotes vi har, att man inte har en ”så positiv syn” på handikappade 
personer i Indien. Vi fick då motfrågan: Vad är en ”positiv syn” då?  Vad som är rätt för oss 
här i västvärlden behöver inte vara rätt i Indien. De råd vi fick var: 

 Vi bör ta reda på när vi är på plats vad de handikappade och deras familjer tycker 
själva i denna fråga. Underförstått innebär vår hypotes då att så som handikappade 
lever här i Sverige är mycket bättre.  

 Vi behöver ta reda på hur handikappade själva tycker att de har det här och hur 
samhället är anpassat efter rullstolsbundna personer för att sedan kunna jämföra 
mot hur det är i Indien.  

 Vi bör besöka allmänna utrymmen här och jämföra mot Indien. Fråga hur 
handikappade här och i Indien ser på hur samhället är anpassat efter deras behov.  

 



 

 

Kastsystemet som är avskaffat sedan 1950 kan ha präglat hur man ser på funktionshinder 
liksom kultur, religion etc. Ett råd vi fick var: 

 Vi bör läsa på landets historia för att se hur det kan påverka människornas 
värderingar. Vad Charles också sa var att av hans erfarenheter kan man i Indien ha 
olika syn på olika funktionshinder (fysiska/psykiska). Beroende på vilken 
levnadsstandard man har så får man olika tillgång till hjälpmedel.  

Charles gav som tips att det vore bra att följa några familjer under en längre tid för att få ut 
så mycket som möjligt av vårt fältarbete. För att klara detta så bra som möjligt var detta 
några råd: 

 Vi bör göra en fältstudie här hemifrån innan vi åker där vi kan ta med olika 
produktspecifikationer, foton etc. på rullstolar.  

 Dessutom bör vi tänka på när vi kommer till Indien att, utan att lägga några 
värderingar i det, ta reda på vad man i landet tycker är bra i rullstolsväg och fråga 
vilka behov de har som kan tillgodoses. Möjligtvis skulle vi kunna konstruera en 
rullstol som är anpassningsbar till olika material för att utöka 
tillverkningsmöjligheterna. 

Organisationer att besöka 

Det finns en organisation som heter SHIA som arbetar för den Indiska regeringen med fokus 
på funktionshinder. Norr om Varanasi i norra Indien finns även ett center där man tar fram 
olika hjälpmedel vid namn Kiran Village. Charles har tidigare varit där och tipsade om att vi 
skulle kunna åka dit och träffa både handikappade barn och vuxna och kanske kunna inleda 
ett samarbete där funktionshindrade skulle kunna tillverka rullstolar. Detta för att vårt 
arbete skulle kunna skapa inkomst för funktionshindrade. Charles delgav oss även 
information om Delhi där många institut är stationerade. Exempelvis Social Science Institute, 
Caritas Indien, Social Welfare Department som vi skulle kunna uppsöka på plats och 
eventuellt få hjälp i vårt arbete från. 

Innan vi lämnade Caritas i Stockholm fick vi med oss en bok, Disabled Village Children, där 
information om funktionshinder och rullstolar finns.  



 

 

APPENDIX C 

Träffstugan 

Datum: 27/3 2012, 15.00–17.00 

Plats: Gråhundsvägen 82, Sköndal. Stockholm. 

Information: Vi träffade Caroline Tamm och pratade med henne. Efter detta fick vi vara 
delaktiga i deras ”rulleträning”. Det är en gruppaktivitet för de som precis fått sin rullstol. 

Besök på Träffstugan  

Besöket börjar med en timmes pratstund med Caroline Tamm. Hon var jättetrevlig och tog 
sig verkligen tid att svara på våra frågor. Träffstugan fungerar som en fritidsgård för 
funktionshindrade barn och ungdomar där de sätts i fokus. Det är den enda av sitt slag i 
Stockholms stad. De erbjuder ungdomarna en plats att bara var på och där de kan umgås 
med andra i samma livssituation som de. De erbjuder även olika styrda aktiviteter 
såsom ”rulleträning”, dramaklubb och sommarläger. 

Vi pratade om handikappades möjligheter i samhället; de blir uteslutna från många sociala 
sammanhang och Sverige ligger i framkant när det kommer till att forma offentliga miljöer 
för de som inte har det lika lätt att ta sig fram. Fast även då vi ligger i framkant finns det 
mycket kvar att göra. Det är idag inte en självklarhet att byggnader, gator, 
tunnelbanestationer med mera anpassas efter andra behov än de vi utan några 
funktionshinder har. 

Vi tittade på en rullstol och pratade om de olika delarna. Det finns stänkskydd som kan göras 
i olika färger och med olika motiv, för att ”pimpa” sin rullstol med. Det är värt att tänka på 
att en rullstol är något som blir som en del av användaren och därför ska kännas lite 
personligt och unikt. Det är bra att kunna ha plats för sin väska eller ryggsäck någonstans. 
Utan att den är i vägen för rörligheten, så den är lättåtkomlig och inte släpar i marken eller in 
i något av hjulen. Det finns stödhjul i bak på rullstolar som gör att det inte går att ramla 
bakåt. Med dessa så känns det säkrare. De kan dock bli i vägen då man vill ta sig upp över 
vissa trottoarkanter och andra lite högre hinder. Vissa rullstolar görs utan dessa då det är ett 
val man gör vid sitt köp. På varje däck finns varsin broms som antingen kan styras med en 
hand eller två. De går inte att använda för en sakta inbromsning utan mer för att förhindra 
att stolen åker iväg om man står still. Fotstödet är väldigt viktigt och det ska sitta i rätt läge 
för varje unik individ.  

Klockan fyra är det dags för rulleträningen för de barn som precis börjat använda rullstol. De 
gör det oftast i fyra till sex års ålder, ju tidigare desto bättre. Idag var det tre ledare och fyra 
barn med sina föräldrar och assistenter. Det brukar variera lite hur många som är med. 

Vi fick sätta oss i varsin rullstol och köra träning med de andra. Barnen var så duktiga och 
inspirerade oss till att göra några försök på de olika hindren som fanns. Under denna timme 
fick vi lära oss att svänga, köra baklänges och ställa oss på stödhjulen. Barnen som var där 



 

 

hade alla olika typer av funktionshinder. Några tog sig fram helt själva, en kille behövde lite 
hjälp ibland och en tjej blev skjutsad. Träningen avslutades med lite lek där vi inte hade en 
chans. 

Information och tips: 

 Hippocamp   

 Rullstolar som är anpassade för snö och sand. 

 Tillgänglighetstester hos affärer och andra offentliga platser. 

 Pimp my wheel 

 Skenor för användning på vintern vid snö. Speciella vantar man kan ha under 
vintern eller vinterdäck. 

 Motionhjul med motor som hjälper till. 

 Stödhjul i bak och länkhjul i fram. Stödhjulen kan inte fällas upp av personen själv. 
Länkhjulen finns i olika storlekar. 

 Stänkskydd som skydd mot att få fingrarna in i hjulen. Man blir snabbt smutsig 
om händerna. 
 



 

 

APPENDIX D 

Datum: 16/4 2012, 13.00–15.00 

Plats: Gunnebogatan 26, Spånga. Stockholm.  

Information: Möte med Bernt Sjöberg. Han arbetar som produktspecialist på Panthera. 
Panthera är ett svenskt företag som arbetar med utveckling och produktion av rullstolar. 

Panthera  

1983 började Jalle, grundaren av Panthera, Tommy Olsson och Bosse Lindkvist att rita egna 
rullstolar. Det var under 80-talet som det började hända saker inom utvecklingen av 
rullstolar i Sverige. 1990 startades således Panthera med hjälp av rekryteringsgruppen. 
Företaget startades ur en vilja att möta behov som inte tillgodosågs.  

Panthera har idag försäljning i 45 länder världen över. Kolfiberstolen fördubblar deras export 
då det är den lättaste som finns på marknaden. Den säljs för en kostnad på 35 000 SEK.  

Idag har de 28 anställda. De monterar sina rullstolar med ” löpande band-principen” i sitt 
lager i samma byggnad som kontoret i Spånga. Rullstolarna monteras på beställning och det 
monteras runt 80-120 rullstolar per vecka. 15 stycken av de 28 anställda arbetar med 
montering och packning.  

Rullstolar 

Bernt som vi pratade med tycker inte att man ska se till exempel höga trösklar som enbart 
ett hinder. Som användare ska man lära känna sin rullstol. Man ska kunna använda den som 
en förlängning av sin kropp. En rullstol ska vara lätt att manövrera, man ska kunna sitta bra 
(den ska vara justerbar) och kunna lyfta den.  Det finns olika typer av rullstolsanvändare; 
tetra är om man är förlamad i både armar och ben och para om endast benen är förlamade.  

En fastramsstol, som är en typ av rullstol, blir styvare och stabilare. Vid utveckling av 
rullstolar vill man att den kraft man lägger ner ska bidra till en rörelse framåt. Fastramsstolen 
används av aktiva främst i Sverige. En fastramsstol underlättar körningen och lyftningen. I 
USA använder man kanske istället styvare kryssramstolar.  

Det ska vara en lätt ram och hjulen ska vara avtagbara genom en ”quick release”. Vilket ska 
göra det lätt att byta hjul eller ta av hjulen innan man lägger in rullstolen i bilen. 

Material 

Kromolibyden, aluminium och titan är lätta material. Där kromolibyden även är både starkt 
och lätt. Rören behöver endast vara 0.6 mm tjocka. Med titan görs fotbågar och drivringar. 
Titan fungerar bra olackat och är inte allergiframkallande.  Klämmor görs i aluminium med 
eloxering. Drivringarna kan även göras i andra material. Det finns friktionsringar för de som 



 

 

har sämre greppfunktion. De är gjorda i gummi eller plast. Med metall så blir det väldigt lite 
friktion.  

Olika stolar 

Panthera har en flera modeller av rullstolar. En design är U2 där man har tagit bort 
tippskyddet och där har man kapat av hörnen på lådan. Användaren får in fötterna långt 
under sig, den har mindre länkhjul annars skulle det bli risk för slag mot fötterna. U2 light 
väger 6.5 kg och har kolfiberekrar i hjulen. Denna stol kostar cirka 16 000 SEK. Microstolen 
kan användas från att ett barn är 8 månader och uppåt.  

Hjulen 

Med en större drivring så får man kontakt mot däcket och behöver inte hålla lika hårt. Släta 
däck är bra för då fastnar det inte så mycket smuts. Hjulen ska vara ställbara 2 grader vilket 
hjälper hjulet framåt. Man säger då att hjulet är kammrat.  

De äldre stolarna hade 50 procent av vikten på framhjulen och det vill man inte ha idag. Det 
skulle bli mycket tyngre att köra rullstolen om viktfördelning var på det sättet. Det ska idag 
vara minst 80 procent av vikten på bakhjulen. Det ska vara lika brett i bak som i fram mellan 
hjulen. Det ska vara balanserat, kamber, med olika ställning på hjulen. Det ska vara möjligt 
att flytta hjulet upp och ner i hål så att det är ställbara, det ska även länkhjulen vara. Fast i 
nuläget är det chassit som är höj- och sänkbart. De standardhjul som finns kostar 4000 SEK 
per par och med kolfiberekrar så ligger kostnaden på 10 000 SEK per par. Ett standardhjul 
väger 1.6 kilogram. Standard på hjulen är 24 tum. Länkhjulen är 3 eller 5 tum. 

Lite fakta 

 Det ska vara en vinkling på ryggstödet.  

 I tillverkningen så löder man ihop stolarna.  

 25 procent av de rullstolar de skickar iväg får även dynor med.  

 Spiderhjul som kanske kan vara bra mot snö. 

 Låga, smala däck med 7 eller 8 kilograms tryck.  

 Pengar varje år för upprustning.  

 Ställbara tippskydd, fotplattor som går att vinkla upp så att man enkelt kan ställa sig 
upp. Det finns sidoskydd med eller utan armskydd. Det går att ta bort benstöden. 

Tips! Freewheelchairmission är en organisation genom vilka man kan skänka pengar så att 
behövande människor i utvecklingsländer får en rullstol. Rullstolen kostar 69 dollar för 
materialkostnad och tillverkning. Som användare får du instruktion på hur den ska sättas 
ihop. Själva stolen består av en plaststol. Denna organisation utför även arbete i Indien.  



 

 

APPENDIX E 

Personskadeförbundet RTP (rehabilitering, 
tillgänglighet och påverkan) 

Datum: 19/3 2012 

Plats: Stockholm 

Information: Vi träffade Anders Lissegård på hans kontor. Han arbetar för 
Personskadeförbundet, RTP i Stockholm. Han sitter själv i rullstol och har gjort det sedan en 
motorcykelolycka på 70-talet.  

Möte med Anders Lissegård 

I Sverige idag så finns det fritt val som fungerar så att du får en rekvisition från din 
sjukgymnast eller arbetsterapeut på din vårdcentral. Denna gör så att du kan hämta det 
hjälpmedel du behöver direkt från ett företag, eller från en hjälpmedelscentral, t.ex. Sodexo 
i Hallonbergen. Du behöver alltså inte betala för ditt hjälpmedel så länge det inte överstiger 
en viss summa eller är något väldigt speciellt.  

Mötet börjar med att Josefina fick hjälpa honom att ta fram en hög med tidningar. Anders 
kom ihåg att det skulle finnas en artikel om en grupp som åkte till ett land i Sydamerika för 
att göra rullstolar till lokalbefolkningen där. Det han vill säga till oss är att vi ska tänka på att 
antagligen göra en något robustare rullstol som brukarna i Indien kan reparera själva. Tyvärr 
så hittade vi inte artikeln. Under tiden pratade vi om hans liv, uppfattning om olika rullstolar 
och dess utveckling, om RTP:s arbete och andra bra saker för oss att tänka på under vår resa.  

Rullstolarna har utvecklats från att vara en gungstol som försetts med hjul till att idag vara 
superlätta konstruktioner av kolfiber. Då Anders efter olyckan fick börja sitt nya liv i rullstol 
var det vanligast med krysstolar, klappstolar, som är hopfällbara. De var lite skeva och gick 
inte riktigt att köra rakt. Sedan började stolarna utvecklas så att bakhjulen blev lite utställda, 
ca 2 gradig vinkling, så att man lättare kunde svänga och köra rakare. Idag är det 
aktivstolarna som är de vanligaste. Det finns olika kategorier av rullstolar såsom 
komfortstolar, aktivstolar, permobiler, ståstolar och sportstolar.  

Det finns rullstolar med motor som sätts i navet på hjulen och som gör det lättare att ta sig 
framåt. Det kan vara bra när man ska ta sig fram på jobbiga underlag. Det är bra att ha ett 
band som spänns för benen så att de sitter still. Vissa användare kan få ofrivilliga ryckningar i 
benen och detta kan vara farligt vid körning. Man vill ha ställbara lägen på sätet och 
fotstödet.  

Däcken är en viktig del av rullstolen och kan se olika ut beroende på vad du vill kunna 
använda din rullstol till. Ju smalare däck desto mindre kontakt med underlaget. Desto 
jobbigare underlag, såsom sand och snö, desto tjockare däck bör man ha. Det finns en sula 
innanför som skyddar mot punktering. Framdäcken är små, men kanske att de ska göras 



 

 

större för en rullstol som ska användas i Indien. De kan antingen sitta fast med en gaffel eller 
två. Det samlas ofta mycket skräp i fram vid hjulet som kan vara jobbigt att behöva ta bort.  



 

 

APPENDIX F 

Caritas India 

Date: 8/5 2012 

Location: Delhi 

Information about the visit: At the Non-governmental organization (NGO) Caritas India we 
met with Dr. Maria Dason. He has been working with the disability sector for some time. The 
answers to the questions during the interview are not the exact words of the interviewed 
person. It is the result of a conversation and what was perceived from the interviewers’ 
perspective. 

Intended questioner 

What is your main task here in India? 

What kind of on-going projects do you have right now? 

Do you have projects in different parts of India, possibly anything nearby Kanpur? 

Do you know any wheelchair manufacturers? 

We are visiting Kiran Village later in May. Do you know about any similar places in the north 
of India? 

Meeting 

Dr. Maria Dason told us that the government is very limited in India, and therefore the NGOs 
like Caritas is needed in the disability sector. Caritas has a program called the CBR-program. 
The people making the decisions in this program are situated in Bangalore. There are 28 
states in India, which are divided into smaller districts and then blocks. To the CBR-program 
there are several small partners who send in applications to get financial support for their 
specific project in the disability sector. How much money and if the project is going to get 
support depend on the amount of disabled persons in the project and what their reasons for 
applying are. CBR is also quality checking the projects after two years of practice, and then 
they go to the particular area to meet the partner. They investigate if the project can be 
approved. 

Situation for those living in the rural areas 

Dr. Maria Dason told us that the rural area starts at five km away from a city. He also said 
that approximately 80 percent of the population in India is living 10 km away from the city 
and that these people do not benefit from the economic growth in the country. 

In the rural areas, starting at 10 km outside of a city, the infrastructure is not working. If a 
person needs hospital care they need travel to the hospital in town. Beyond five km the 



 

 

schools are bad and the people are poor. People in the rural areas are not given good 
education. The food is very expensive and often gets rotten due to the problem with storing 
food properly.  

The government is telling people in the rural areas of India to go to the city. When they go 
there they do not find a job and therefore the city has got slum areas. Beyond 5 km from the 
cities you find 80 percent of the villages in India and people who are living there are 
suffering.  There is no economic growth in these areas.  

In India 400 million people do not have enough food. Dr. Maria Dason had met a person in 
the rural areas that had a salary of 3000 INR per month. And to take care of himself and his 
family he needs at least 300 INR per day. 

There is also a gap between NGOs and the people and that is a situation that needs to be 
handled to get the growth going.  

Caritas likes to spread information and creating awareness amongst the population. But 
NGOs cannot finance everything that has to be financed in the country. They can only be a 
part of it. The NGO’s responsibility is to keep the government informed about the situations 
throughout the country. 

Dr. Maria Dason says that a proper education would solve the problems with poverty. 
Because of lacking leadership there are problems with this. In the rural areas there could be 
100-200 students on only one teacher. There is no sanitation, working infrastructure or 
facilities.  



 

 

APPENDIX G 

Department of Social Welfare  

Date: 7/5 2012 

Location:  Delhi 

Information about the visit: Meetings with Dr Sharma (Department of social welfare) and 
the Institute for physically handicapped.  The answers to the questions during the interview 
are not the exact words of the interviewed person. It is the result of a conversation and what 
was perceived from the interviewer’s perspective. 

Questioner: 

How does the system concerning disabled people function here in India? 

- If you are in a wheelchair, does the government provide a wheelchair or do you have 

to buy it yourself? Is the wheelchair based on the specific needs of the individual? 

- Do you have a so-called “aid central”, from where you provide aids? 

- Are there special schools for children with disabilities 

- Do you have rehabilitation-centers? 

- If the government provides aid, is there a fee for the user? 

- Are there several welfare departments in India? 

What is the main task for the Social Welfare Department? 

Do you have any connections, such as schools, Non-Governmental organizations (NGO) and 
manufacturers? 

Their work 

According to the Department of social welfare, welfare is a responsibility of the state. There 
are 28 states in India and each state has their own Department of Social Welfare. The 
department of social welfare is a part of the Indian government that is divided into two 
departments; Women and child and Social welfare. The last one includes handicapped 
persons, beggars and old people. The department has probation services and six district 
courts. They have different courts for young people, juvenile court and women court. 

They give rehabilitation for former prisoners and through a grant they can get help with self-
employment. They get around 25 000 INR to start up a business, for example a carpenter can 
buy tools or someone else can buy a snack-drink wagon. The ones who want to start a 
business have to hand in a form and then the government decides they get the grant and 
afterwards checks that the agreement has been fulfilled. 

Examples of their work in other fields than their system for people with disabilities: 



 

 

 They do home visits and social investigations every one to third year.  

 They help people under the poverty line. 

 They have different programs: The ICDP gives women and child meals in the rural 

areas. LADA motivates people to keep a girl child as money is saved to be given to the 

child when she turns 18 years old. 

 They have protection for prostitutes.  

 Dowry-domestic violence.  

 Poor handicapped people and able people and rackets.  

 There are beggar homes but the beggars do not go there. It is very complex to 

explain why they do not go there.  

System concerning people with disabilities 

In 1995 a law was conducted to see to every person’s equal opportunities. According to this 
law every new building (public buildings run by the government) should be adjusted for 
handicapped and all the surroundings and public transportation as well. But even today the 
environments are not handicapped friendly, not even in Delhi. For example sidewalks have 
to have ramps, but they do not in the present. Even the bigger schools do not have ramps. 
Before a new governmental building can there is a need for a clearance from the 
department. The clearance contains demands to benefit handicapped people. There are 
brick-structure for the blind in the subway, it is in the floor tiles so they can feels the 
protrusions and find their way. Four percent of the total population is mentally handicapped 
and 10 percent are the other disabilities.  

In India they have no “aid-central”. The ones who need an aid get it either from the hospital 
or from a NGO (Non-Governmental organization). Delhi is the capital and more money is 
spent here so the system works better. The system regarding aid means that the 
government gives grants to NGOs in the disability field. The NGOs takes this money to start 
up their practice. There are grants at both national and state level. In the different states the 
rehabilitation centers mostly are run by NGOs.  

There are four governmental institutes in different parts of India, in Calcutta there is a 
National Institute for physically handicapped (NIPH). The other three are NIMH (National 
institute for mentally handicapped), NIVH (National institute for visually handicapped) and 
NIHH (National institute for hearing handicapped). Here they teach the personnel who later 
starts the NGOs and have workshops. The personnel get teaching and when they want to 
open a home or a school the government inspects their business and decides if they should 
get a grant. Then they have to apply each year for more money. The inspectors work in 
groups under the Department of Social Welfare.  

NGOs are free of cost appliances, for instance there are schools for children with every kind 
of handicap. People with disabilities can also get a scholarship to be able to make a living. 
They have special schools for different disabilities, with special educators (so called 
governmental teaching centers). There is some integrated education for disabled children in 
public schools but it is not well established today. There are limited sources for the 
handicapped so they only study until the 5th or 8th year. They are in need of a special 
educator and it’s not easy to get one.  



 

 

Some parents dump their children at homes for mentally handicapped and then never sees 
them again.  To have a family member with a disability makes the financial situation difficult. 
Most families are very caring towards their old/handicapped family members.  You can see 
this if you visit their home and the family member stays with them. For those who cannot 
afford to take care, the government steps in. The population in India is massive and it is hard 
to reach the people living in remote, rural areas. The population makes it difficult to build up 
a well-functioning system. The most important thing to make people willing to improve the 
situation is to create awareness.  

To get a wheelchair is a big thing in India. Those who cannot afford to buy one are able to 
rent one, for a cost of 18 INR per month. The wheelchairs are not custom made, unless you 
have money to spend on it. The minimum you pay for a wheelchair is around 3000-4000 INR. 
The wheelchair then is made for someone to push the user around, and in rare cases the 
user can move forward by him/her-self.  

There are some benefits for disabled people in India. National trust provides a health card, it 
is 1 lakh INR (100 000) per child a year, to the mentally handicapped children. At 
corporations there are quotes for handicapped, 3 percent have to have some kind of 
disability. 1500 INR per month is given as a help to people with disabilities, it comes from to 
government. But it is hardly enough.  



 

 

APPENDIX H 

Institute for physically handicapped 

The Institute for physically handicapped in Delhi was established in 1976. The institute is 
under the order of and controlled by the Social Justice and Empowerment.  

Their main activity is to assist disabled people with different schemes. There are six other 
institutes in India that are specialized in different disabilities and six regional centers. They 
distribute aid in form of limbs and wheelchairs. They fabricate the artificial limbs as well as 
distributing them all over India. The ministry decides how the institutes will conduct their 
work and how often they visit different parts of India. The institute conducts camps and 
distributes the aid twice or thrice in a month. They institutes primarily have workshops 
(where they manufacture the artificial limbs) and have a rehabilitation team with guidance. 
They have courses in rehabilitation to provide work and so on. Their work consists of 60 
percent educational work and 40 percent service and rehabilitation. They also work together 
with the Delhi University. 

There are two ways to get a prescription: from a medical doctor or a rehabilitation person. 
The most common wheelchair is foldable and costs 6000 INR. There are generally no 
individual adjustments to wheelchairs except for the people with CP (Cerebral Pares) who 
get a more individualized wheelchair. The field of developing wheelchairs needs to be 
improved.  



 

 

APPENDIX I 

ALIMCO 

Date: 18/5 2012 

Location: ALIMCO factory, Kanpur. 

Information about the visit: During the visit to the wheelchair manufacturer ALIMCO a tour 
of their factory was made as well as a visit to their show room. Mr. M.C. Dubey, one of the 
seniors at the company, was guiding us through the visit. 

About 

Indira Gandhi started the company in 1972 due to the fact that there were many people 
injured after the war (between Pakistan and India) in the year of 1971. In 1976 they started 
the production of wheelchairs. ALIMCO, Artificial Limbs Manufacturing Corporation of India 
started their business in Kanpur and has had a close connection to IIT Kanpur (Indian 
Institute of Technology Kanpur) during the years. Today they have three production centers 
and are opening a new one as well. Their marketing centers are situated in Mumbai and 
Delhi. Their products reach out to 650 districts.  

They have the widest range of assistive with 355 items; hearing aids, visual aids and 
orthopedic aids. They sell leather items for polio-disabled. Kanpur is famous for its leather 
production so they can use this knowledge for their production. 

3 million people have received aids mostly for free of cost. If your family has an income that 
is below 6500 INR per month you get a wheelchair or tricycle for free if the cost is below 
6000 INR. If you have an income that does not succeed 10000 INR per month you get the 
wheelchair or tricycle for half the price. If the aid is more expensive than 6000 INR, the 
exceeding sum has to be paid by the user. The wheelchairs or tricycles are subsidized to a 
cost of 6000 INR even though they can be more costly. The most common wheelchair, 
indoor wheelchair, would cost 7500 INR without subsidizing and extra 500-1000 INR for 
shipping. The company is not about making profit; it is a governmentally owned company. 

Wheelchair 

The wheelchairs at ALIMCO have to be isi-marked before distribution. It is the standards for 
the Indian market and specifies the demands of the wheelchair. Mr. Dubey says that some 
would pay for a wheelchair, but it is depending on the areas where they live.  

The regular wheelchair is not suitable for the rural areas where the tricycle is the better 
choice. There are cars with adjustments that you can by, if you have the money. The two-
wheeler is only for indoor use. The frame is the most expansive part and for wheels they use 
bicycle wheels. 



 

 

There is a wide gap; many who would need a wheelchair do not have one. 2001 there were 
22 million disabled people in India, this includes all disabilities. 3.4 million disabled in UP 
(Uttar Pradesh) including all disabilities. About 40 percent is orthopedically disabled. 

100 000 wheelchairs or tricycles are being sold each year.  It is divided into 34000 
wheelchairs and 70 000 tricycles (85000 together with other companies). India has started to 
also import wheelchairs from China. So ALIMCO must keep the costs low. 



 

 

APPENDIX J 

Kiran village 

Date: 21-22/5 2012 

Location: Village Madhopur, Varanasi.  

Information about the visit: We found this organization during our information gathering in 
Sweden and decided that we wanted to visit. We had a meeting with Promila Sharan, 
assistant to the director of Kiran Village. We got information about Kiran Village through her, 
a presentation about the organization and by walking around the village and talking to 
people working and living there. Shanu and Siddharth came with us and helped with 
translating. 

About 

Kiran started as an adventure of trust. Sanjita, the founder, came to India in 1972 as a nun. 
She then worked as a nurse for leprosy patients. When she met with Mrs. Hema she got 
inspired to start Kiran Center. It started in 1990 in the city center of Varanasi. It became 
Kiran Village in 1998 (planted the first mango tree in 1996) when they shifted location and 
grew in size.  

There is no fee to study at Kiran Village. They only accept contributions and everyone can 
pay by their own ability. Kiran survives because of contributions and donations from abroad. 
The Indian government does not sponsor them. Promila said that people learn about Kiran 
from awareness, the Internet and doctors that recommend the place.  

Kiran consists of different units. One is the Parents and Childcare unit that works as the 
entrance door for newcomers. Their education unit consists of the school unit and the 
special education unit. The special education unit is divided into 3-4 units. If a child starts 
with very basic education at the special education unit it can shift to the academic part later. 
The academic part is the school unit. They have summer camps where it is not only students 
who are participating. There is also the vocational unit where the kids and adults make food, 
toys, paintings, jewelry etc. This is for those who cannot go for higher education. Kiran also 
have a bakery and a shop in the city. The main goal of this shop is not to sell but to create 
awareness. They give housewife schooling for girls who had no chance for studying in their 
childhood. This is especially for surrounding villages.  

They only work from Varanasi. But in 2009 they started the Human resource-training unit. 
The first batch got their diploma in July 2010. They have training for special education 
teachers. Now they have a group of 25 students. They also upgrade the skills of their staff 
and have short training for other people working with disabilities. From the first batch 13 has 
already got a job, 6 are still waiting and 6 of them are physically disabled. The Rehabilitation 
council of India approves the unit. To apply you have to do interviews and group discussions 
and the application will be available online soon. People with disabilities will get places in 



 

 

forehand. They have a mix of both completely new students and the ones who are more 
experienced. 

They have a community based rehabilitation program and an outreach service team that 
works with reaching other villages. They have these outreach camps two times in a month. 
Mothers can come to Kiran to get residential training for five days. They learn how to take 
care of their child’s needs.  

There are 131 children from nursery until the 5th grade. 20 students follow the primary 
education up to 12th class in Kiran. They have 16 children living in the city hostel and they go 
to school in Varanasi. 237 children are daily in Kiran to receive therapy. They have a boarding 
school with room for 60 boys and girls. They have an autotechnichan from Switzerland that 
comes twice a year and one fulltime doctor from Italy. 

 You can come as a volunteer for 5 months. 

 They want inclusion between handicapped and non-handicapped.  

 The teachers are fulltime employees that get selected from the selection committee 

in Switzerland.  

 They provide micro credit loans without interest.  

 The parents are integrated as well.  

 If a child needs surgery Kiran contacts a doctor within the city.  

 They kids can work in the fields of horticulture and sewing  

 They have workshops where they work with adjustable seating, orthotic workshops. 

 We could see that they were using Meyra, a foldable wheelchair from Switzerland.  

 They work with Motivation India for development in rural areas.  

 They focus on the quality not the quantity.  

 The children are coming to Kiran from Varanasi by bus.  

 They mostly do their work in rural areas.  

 Most of the kids have a wheelchair at home and one at the center.  

 Promila felts that tricycles are given to those who cannot take the bus and lives far 

away. It is mostly used while moving a long distance. The wheelchairs are used inside 

of the area.  

 Camp-process-ALIMCO. 

While visiting the workshop where the adjust wheelchairs and manufacture artificial limbs 
and furniture we found out about different materials that could be used in our wheelchair. 
They were making seating from foam which prevents sitting soars and is breathable (Seating 
out of jute and coconut-fiber).  

They manufactured leg support from polypropane. The costs for those were the same as for 
the ones made by ALIMCO, about 3000 INR. But their support has a longer manufacturing 
period. They could make it in different colors and accordingly to your specialized needs. They 
also raise the footrest of the wheelchairs to get the right angle. They do 2-3 wheelchairs 
modifications monthly. They use wooden, local material and manufacture the products 
there.  



 

 

APPENDIX K 

Village near Kanpur 

Date: 14/5 2012 

Location: Village in the outskirts of Kanpur 

Information about the visit: The visit to the village was planned combined with an interview 
with Nane about his disability and to observe his everyday life in a village environment.  

About the village 

The village that a man named Nane lived in had around 5000 inhabitants. It was a quite big 
village. The facilities the people had access to; a carpenter, a house constructer, a school and 
a mechanic. The school was from 1st to 8th grade and the teaching was in Hindi. The visit was 
done when most of the children were on their summer holidays. The principal did not want 
us to take photos since there were no children there and it would give a bad impression. At 
the school the children are served free food until the age of 8. If they want to continue until 
the 12th year of school they need to go to another school, which is situated 3 km away from 
the village. 

There was a man in the village that was braiding beds. The craftsman made the frame and 
the thread that is used is also made in the village. A grass grown close to the village makes 
for a good material for the thread. To make the thread you mash the grass and mix it with 
water and then you spin the thread the same way as if you were spinning cotton, on the spin 
coat. 

In the village the people grew different kind of corps, for example potatoes, peas and chilli. 
Some of them are working in the village with such things and some work in the city. The 
roads are very poor and the need for water is big but the access to it can at times be a 
problem. Access to electricity can also be limited. 



 

 

APPENDIX L 

Spastic center 2 

Date: 24/5 2012  

Location: Spastics Center 

Information: The answers to the questions during the interview are not the exact words of 
the interviewed person. It is the result of a conversation and what was perceived from the 
interviewer’s perspective. 

Talking to Mohd Shiblikhan  

Age: 24 

Living situation: Lives in an apartment in the city of Kanpur on the highest level. 

Livelihood: Student at the Spastics center  

Reasons for needing a tricycle or wheelchair: He can move around without any aid for some 
time but after a while he needs a wheelchair to manage.  

 “You are not you, you are I.” 

“Don’t say simple wheelchair, say moderate.”  

He is 24 years old and has spent 21 years of his life in a wheelchair. He has been at the 
center since 1991 when it opened. He can stand on his legs for some time and have full 
strength in one of his hands. He faces problems while going to the bathroom and is scared 
while driving his wheelchair. There needs to be an emergency brake. It is important to learn 
how to stop. He feels fear when moving out in the street and a loss of control. He cannot 
grip the brake on the tricycle and says that nobody understands. That people say you are 
able to but are not doing it well enough.  

This is his thoughts about living with a disability in India: 

 The road is very worse.  

 Eyesight: If you do not see the problem you cannot create solutions.  

 He does not have enough space to travel with the tricycle.  

 He wants minimum help and maximum result. Don’t want to be dependent on 

anyone else. He wants to be independent and to move forward in life. He thinks you 

should always think in a positive way.  

 It takes a lot of force to push the wheelchair; he feels that it is “sitting on him”.  

 He wants us to make the chair smooth, comfortable and beautiful.  

 The difficulty with the tricycle is mainly to get in and out. There’s not enough space. 

He showed us how he climbs in and out of the regular wheelchair. 



 

 

 He uses the ALIMCO wheelchair (the most common). He would want to make the 

wheelchair into a tricycle and make a handle for searing it. The brakes are the worst 

things with the tricycles; there should be an emergency button. He doesn’t think that 

the brakes are god at the wheelchair either.  There should also be an emergency 

wheel in the back and a safety belt.  

 There should be a button for the footrest. The footrests sit very tightly and it is 

difficult to move. It could be moved to the side instead. He wants to be able to put 

his feet on the footrests. 

 It feels as though he is sitting on a swing, the backrest is not a good support for your 

back. He has pain in his back. The back and the backrest do not touch each other.  

 

 
Mohd is talking about how he wants the chair to be motorized. 

  



 

 

Talking to Ekta Jhingran 

Livelihood: Neuro-rehabilitation therapist 

She feels that the basic problems with wheelchairs are the following: 

 Positioning 

 CP-children that have problems with muscle groups that are tight 

 

In the rural areas where they do not afford surgery they need to have a wheelchair that 
relaxes the muscles. 

CP-children should have a wedge between the legs and it can be removable. Their muscles 
behind the knees are usually very tight. There should be an adjustable, sliding footrest.  

If suffering from polio the muscles are wasted. Usually user has a mix of different cases and 
75-80 percent of the wheelchair users have this tightness. 

The wheelchair shouldn’t be too broad; you need accessibility and move ability. A proper 
size could make it more useful. It should be affordable and repairable.  

We should target the wheelchair towards the need of the user not to the area where the 
user lives. It should definitely be user friendly.  

There are many users who find it very difficult to go to the toilet.  

If made foldable they can bring their chair with them and be able to move around more. It 
should be foldable without compromising with the steadiness. Maybe some parts could be 
attachable. 

You should sit in 90 degrees or slightly flexed. But you should not be flexed (10 degrees) for 
a long time. You need to stretch your legs to ease the tension in the muscles.  

Armrest and footrest should be adjustable and after finishing the prototype, try it out! 



 

 

APPENDIX M 

Nane 

Date: 14/5 2012 

Location: Village in the outskirts of Kanpur 

Information: We went to the village with a team. Translation and videotaping was made as 
well as some photography and taking notes. The man we interviewed was shy and after a 
short while he did not want us to continue the interview, therefore the lack of information 
from him. The answers to the questions during the interview are not the exact words of the 
interviewed person. It is the result of a conversation and what was perceived from the 
interviewer’s perspective. 

Interview with Nane 

Age: 20 

Living situation: He is living in a small village in the outskirts of Kanpur. 

Livelihood: He manages by helping in the village with tasks that are manageable for him. 

Reasons for needing a tricycle or wheelchair: When he was a small boy he got a fever and 
after that he got paralyzed. 

Everyday Nane spends 5-6 hours in his wheelchair and he has got one tricycle. He is the only 
one in his village using one. Because of this disability he has been using his tricycle the past 
10 years. Before that he did not have an aid so he needed to crawl everywhere. He got his 
tricycle from the government. Because of the difficult procedure in getting all the paperwork 
for a new aid he has not gotten a new one even though he has right to get it every 3rd year.  

Sometimes he has a hard time to move around the village because of the roads or the lack of 
them. This means that he will need some assistance at times. Nane is not interested in 
getting brakes on the bigger wheels, the back wheels of the tricycle; because he believes he 
would tip forward then.  He thinks that the tricycle he got from the government is okay. 
There is nothing to do about his condition so he has no other choice. There are flaws in the 
tricycle but he has forgotten about them. Due to the fact that it is very time consuming and 
difficulty to get a new tricycle and due to the long period of time he has been using it, he 
chooses to not think about the flaws.  



 

 

APPENDIX N 

Aloke and mum in Kolkata 

Date: 7/6 2012  

Location: Home visit in the village of Nasabhanga, Kolkata. 

Information: We went together with people from Sanchar and Chiro. They helped with 
translating and asking questions. The interview did not go exactly as planned because of the 
language barrier and because of shyness from Aloke. The answers to the questions during 
the interview are not the exact words of the interviewed person. It is the result of a 
conversation and what was perceived from the interviewer’s perspective. 

Interview with Aloke and his mother  

Age: 25 

Living situation: He is living with his mother and father in one room. It is part of a bigger 
house in the village of Nasabhanga. The total population of the village is 1500 persons. And 
approximately 15-20 persons are disabled. 

Livelihood: To earn some money he helps with the family business where he folds boxes for 
the brushes that his father makes.  

Reasons for needing a tricycle or wheelchair: He has a difficulty for walking without 
crutches and even then it is hard to walk. He needs the wheelchair to be able to move out of 
the village.  

Since birth Aloke has had his disability (cerebral palsy). He had a slower growth than normal 
and he was two years old he started crawl. It has always been difficult for him to walk so he 
got pain in his knees after only crawling. He started to use kneecaps to protect his knees. At 
class six, at 10 years of age, he started to use a wheelchair and it took a year before he was 
able to use it. Even today he cannot fully manage the wheelchair by himself. 

He used to be in school for three hours a day and went there in his wheelchair. But today it 
is of no use for him because he usually stays inside and moves around by crawling. Even 
though he can use protection for his knees and elbows he rarely does. He has problems with 
his knees because they including the elbows are exposed to the most pressure. He often gets 
soars and it hurts.  

If you ask him about his wheelchair he says that it is fine. The wheelchair (It is a standard 
wheelchair) he can manage on plain road. When he feels like he goes outside to meet his 
friends or visit the temple close to his home. The village Aloke stays in has narrow brick 
roads. This makes it difficult for him to move around in his wheelchair.  



 

 

Aloke used to have a tricycle. They had it under a tarpaulin in the yard and it had not been 
used recently. The handles of the tricycle caused his knees pain but he still actually prefers 
the tricycle, because it makes it easier for him to move forward. 

 

 

Aloke and his mum outside their home. Aloke is sitting in his wheelchair. 



 

 

APPENDIX O 

Spastic center children 

Date: 6/6 2012 

Location: Spastics centre, Kanpur. 

Information about the visit: The answers to the questions during the interview are not the 
exact words of the interviewed person. It is the result of a conversation and what was 
perceived from the interviewer’s perspective. 

Interview with Abhilash Gupta 

Age: 19 

Living situation: He is living with his family in Saket Nagar, Kanpur.  His mother is making 
bags and decorates with screen-printing so he usually helps her. He has had his physical 
handicap since birth. 

Livelihood: He is a student at the Spastics Center.  

Reasons for needing a tricycle/wheelchair:  

Just a year ago he had an operation of his legs, so now he is able to walk a little further.  
Abhilash has had his wheelchair since he was 11 years old. Before he got the wheelchair, his 
mother used to carry him to school. 

Abhilash thinks that a walker would not be good on the Indian roads. Therefore he has a 
tricycle. Sometimes he uses his tricycle to go to school. It takes about ½ hours to reach from 
his home. This is making him more independent. At his home he uses his walker or tries to 
walk without it. He has no need for another wheelchair since his home is very small. In the 
spastic school he uses a regular wheelchair. 

He is fine with the design of the tricycle. He even uses it for racing and dancing with his 
friends. He has no back problems. He thinks that the tricycle is easy to use since he has a 
strong upper body.  

Abhilash uses a cloth in case the seat gets too hot because of the sun. But he usually tries to 
keep it in the shadow. A big problem he has is that the air in the wheels keeps coming out. 
He often gets a flat tire because of the roads. Another problem is the brakes. They stop 
working after some time due to cheap rubber brakes and time. So he often uses his feet to 
stop the wheelchair, also because the brakes only work in lower speed. Abhilash thinks that 
the maintenance cost is too high. He would like a new tricycle. The chair he feels is 
comfortable. The wheelchair should be a good quality one. The person sitting in a tricycle is 
only required to have functioning hands. He dreams of a wheelchair with buttons to 
manoeuvre the chair. 



 

 

Interview with Anant  

Age: 13 

Living situation: He lives with his family in the central of Kanpur.  

Livelihood: He is a student at Spastics Center. 

Reasons for needing a tricycle or wheelchair: He cannot move longer distances without 
support.  

When he was 6 years old he got his wheelchair. Before that he used a plastic chair to get 
around in his house. He has not got very much strength in his hands or his legs so it is quite 
difficult for him to move around. Therefore he would like to have a remote control and 
buttons to be more independent. He has been one of the students at spastic centre since he 
was 3 years old. 

Anant says that he would like the wheels of the wheelchair to be closer to his hands so he 
can control them. The rings on the wheels are also too slippery. He needs a lot of help to get 
around the house at home and also at the spastic centre.  

He plays the piano and sings very well. At home he also has a wheelchair and he thinks that 
it is comfortable. He does not want any more cushioning because then it would be too hot. 
Instead he would like to have a seat filled with water. This is usually for people with back 
problems, which he has not got yet. He would like the water seat because then the seat 
would not get too hot but at the same time he doesn’t think that it is a problem with the 
existing one. 

 

Anant is singing and playing the keybord at the musical gathering at Spastic center. 



 

 

APPENDIX P  

User interview Kanpur  

Date: 13/5 2012 

Location: Campus at IIT Kanpur. 

Other information: During the interviews we were both taking notes, recording and taking 
photos. We had people helping us with translating and asking questions. The answers to the 
questions during the interview are not the exact words of the interviewed person. It is the 
result of a conversation and what was perceived from the interviewer’s perspective. 

Questioner 

Why is the person in a wheelchair? 

When do you use the wheelchair; inside and/or outside? 

Is there both good and bad aspects of the chair? 

Have you rented or bought your wheelchair? 

Does it fulfill your needs? 

Is it comfortable? 

Does it give you full mobility? 

If you were able to change anything about it, what would that be? 

Are there any difficulties? 

Questions that might be used: 

What would you like to be able to do during your day? 

How far do you usually travel during a regular day? 

Interview with Ajay 

Age: 24 years old 

Living situation: He lives with his parents and siblings, three sisters and three brothers, in a 
shed. He spends 7-8 hours daily in the chair and the remaining time he spends at home. 
When at home he does not have an aid, he has to drag himself on the ground.  He has used a 
tricycle during the past 10 years. 



 

 

Livelihood: He has a small business together with his brother. They sell homemade biscuits 
and toffee from a cart. He should have a pension of 1800 INR in six months. But he did not 
get it because of bureaucracy. There are discounts on buses and trains.  

Reason for needing a tricycle or wheelchair: He got a fever when he was about four years 
old. His parents took him to a doctor, but there were an injection to his spine that caused 
swelling. After another injection he was fine but then his left leg started getting paralyzed.  
He got totally paralyzed and after seeing an exorcist he now has full mobility in his upper 
body.  The reason for his sickness could be polio. 

He has got the wheelchair where you move forward by paddling with your hands, a tricycle. 
If he gets tired in one of his arms, he can use the other one. With this type of wheelchair, a 
tricycle, you need one hand for steering and the other one for paddling.  He got his tricycle 
for free by the government because of his high percentage of disability (80 percent). If 
buying it the chair it would cost about 7000 INR. The one he has now he got in March 2012 
but the previous he had for about 7 years. You should be able to get a new 
tricycle/wheelchair every 3rd year but it is a difficult procedure. You have to hand in different 
kind of documents and have to be able to go to different offices for approval. For people 
living in the rural areas this is especially difficult.  

 His tricycle came with a lot of manufacturing faults; the chain slips of, the tubes inside of the 
tires is of poor quality and his break broke and he had to mend it himself to make it more 
sustainable.  

He said that the tricycle helps him a lot due to the fact that he cannot use crutches. But it is 
not comfortable; the angle between the backrest and the seat and the cushioning should be 
better.  He started getting problems with his spine because of the backrest angle.  One thing 
to change could be the height of the seat. 

He manages to climb in and out of the chair without help. But it would be of help to equip 
the tricycle with a “parking brake”.  

The only brake is at the front wheel and this makes the tricycle unsafe for the user and for 
other people in the traffic as well. There should be brakes on the two back wheels as well. 
The construction could be wider to make room for another person or there could be another 
seat in the back. Another suggestion was to put a carrier in the back, only not too heavy. 
There could be some kind of cover for the sun, because they spend their time outside. The 
chains are uncovered and for women this can be a problem. Their clothes can get stuck. 

Those who can’t maneuver this type of tricycle often use a regular wheelchair. A smaller 
version of the three-wheeler would be uncomfortable and wouldn’t be as easy to move.  

  



 

 

Interview with Guddu 

Age: About 30 years old 

Living situation: He lives with his mother. He spends about 8-10 hours daily in the chair and 
the other time he spends at home. When at home he doesn’t have an aid, there is no need 
for another wheelchair. He can’t stand for long. 

Livelihood: He has a small business where he rents out tents for parties and other occasions. 

Reason for needing a tricycle or wheelchair: He got a fever when he was about five years 
old. His whole body got paralyzed and then he got back the mobility in his upper body.  The 
fever could be from polio. He also has some speech difficulties and has not full mobility in his 
hands.  

He has a tricycle. He got this about 8-10 years ago and has not replaced it. You should get a 
new wheelchair from the government after three years but you need a lot of documents and 
it is difficult for him to make the travels needed for the procedure.  

He finds it easy to use the chair on plain road but when it gets bumpy it is hard to maneuver 
it. It has happened that he has got injured after falling out of the chair. If anything gets 
broken he goes to the local shop to have it mended.  

He complains about the brake and thinks it difficult to use. When in a slope it is not enough 
to make the chair stop. He wants brakes on all of the three wheels.  

Because of reduced mobility in his hands he would like to have a motor that would help him. 
There are motorized wheelchairs, diesel driven, but they cost about 35-40 000 INR and the 
government does not pay for that.  

He does not know which modifications he wants. But he wants a more cushioned seat and a 
bell or horn. When going out or into the chair the cycle moves, it should be more stable.  He 
wants this big one because it makes it easier for him to move. The angle of the backrest and 
the seat is not good for his back. Two persons should be able to ride in the chair at the same 
time. It could be made broader or with some kind of attribute. He thinks that there should 
be a cover over the chair. He really wants there to be a motor, but not to heavy! 

.   



 

 

APPENDIX Q 

Spastic center 1 

Date: 29/5 2012 

Location: Spastics Center, Kanpur. 

Information: This day the idea was to be able to talk to as many parents to children with 
physical disabilities as possible. There was only one parent there at the Spastic Center. The 
answers to the questions during the interview are not the exact words of the interviewed 
person. It is the result of a conversation and what was perceived from the interviewer’s 
perspective. 

Questions 

Do you have a wheelchair at your home? 

 If not would you like to have one? 

 Does your child have any other kind of aid at home? 

Does he/she use a wheelchair or a tricycle? 

What are the difficulties for your child with the wheelchair/tricycle? 

What do you think would help your child in his/hers everyday life? 

Does he/she need a lot of help? 

 With what? 

If you were able to construct a wheelchair what would you think about? 

Talking to Tyoti Ciufotui  

Livelihood: physic therapist 

She works with rehabilitation of the smaller children at Spastics Center. They work with 
children with Cerebral Palsy and other “disorders given to them by birth”. It is urgent to start 
their rehabilitation as soon as possible.  

She feels that the wheelchairs today aren’t in good quality for the child to manage it 
themselves. They often have lesser strength in their upper body and would need something 
that would make it easier for them. They would need new ones, the wheelchairs they have 
at the Spastics center are old and dysfunctional. The children are having problems with their 
footrests; it is difficult for the children to manage to adjust them by their selves.  



 

 

A foldable wheelchair would make it easier for them to travel. They could carry the 
wheelchair with them on the bus for example.  

If they do not have the upper body strength they need daily help to be able to move around. 
To be able to use the tricycle you need upper body strength, otherwise it is a good solution.  

 The back support is essential. 

 To make a wheelchair with a detachable front part is a great idea. But it is dependent 

on the mental capacity of the user.  

 Their financial situation decides about the number of wheelchairs.  

 It should be something smaller and foldable to be able to get onto the bus etc.  

 

Talking to Neetu and Smrati  

Livelihood: Teachers at Spastics Center 

Neetu has worked at the center since 1998 and Smrati since 2005.  

There are only two sizes of the ALIMCO wheelchair and that causes big problem for the 
users. The smaller size wheelchair is too big for the small kids (7-8 years) and the big one is 
too small for the bigger kids. The big one is the adult size.  

Their observations 

90 degrees angle is fine but that is not the way it is now.  

Their feet are not on the footrest, because the footrest is too high and not adjustable.  

For those who have problems with their hand function it is a problem to be able to move. 
Children use their body movement to move their chair. 

They do not use the wheelchair long enough to get sitting soars.  

In the existing wheelchairs the seating is comfortable; it is a piece of cloth. The used to apply 
cardboard to prolong the life of the chair but that started to hurt. 

If they were able to construct a wheelchair they would want to address these problems: 

 Difficulties shifting from the wheelchair to a normal chair.  

 The size issue 

 It is too heavy, difficult for parents to push their child. The parents makes the 

children starve not to be too heavy. 

 It is difficult to watch the mentally able kids who know of the help they could get and 

what they need but aren’t able to get it.  

 The wheelchair should be lighter 

 



 

 

Interview with Jyosi Vairy, mother to Anant. 

Anant have very tight joints and can’t stand by himself. They try to make him stand with 
using splints. He has a wheelchair at home but only for outdoor use. When he is inside he 
has to rely on the splints to be able to move around. He goes to the bathroom with the help 
of his splints that gives him support. The wheelchair he has is a regular wheelchair. He needs 
help with everything and can’t use the wheelchair independently. When he is getting 
irritated he wants an electrical wheelchair to be able to be independent. But that is very 
costly so when he reaches adulthood he might be able to control it himself and might be 
able to get one. The wheelchair he has at his home is badly fitted to him, it is too small. He 
got it from the Spastics center but now he needs a new, bigger one. If they can’t get it from 
the center they will buy one. They are probably middleclass, at least above the poverty line.  

The only thing that would help him is an electrical wheelchair. 

He has no issues with pain but she say that it would be nice with an adjustable footrest. 

 

Anants mamma Jyosi. 

Talking to Mirajee  

Livelihood: Director of Spastics center. 

The Spastics center started in 1990. The wheelchairs used then were much heavier and often 
had the hard tire. The hard tire might be more durable and you won’t get a flat tire. 

It is either the hard tire or a standard bicycle tire. In the city the surface of the roads are very 
rough so the wheelchairs or tricycles needs heavy-duty tires. To make the users inclusive he 
needs to be able to use the roads.  

The center got a wheelchair from America with no handles, which was easy to use. It 
became their most used wheelchair that the kids were fighting about.  



 

 

The children want to feel mobile. 

Mobility solutions in Chennai are making motorized wheelchairs for those who can’t use the 
wheelchair by themselves. But they cost about 1 ½ laks. 

She feels that we should choose the users with restricted arm use as a target group. Most of 
the children at the Spastics center belong to that group.  

Maybe we could make a wheelchair that could be turned into a worktable.  

Possibilities of turning a chair into a bed and then into wheelchair. 

 

Mirajee, the director at Spastic Center in Kanpur. 



 

 

APPENDIX R  

Criteria 

1. Inclination of seat angle  

2.  Footrest 

3. Cushioning  

4. Knee ergonomics 

5. Armrest 

6. Handles 

7. Age 

8. Brakes 

9. Sun cover 

10. Type of disability 

11. Materials 

12. Affordability 

13. Wheels 

14. Size/carriage 

15. Ergonomic seat 

16. Chain cover 

17. Max load  



 

 

 APPENDIX S 

ALIMCO tutor meeting 

Date: 4/6 2012 

Location: Kanpur 

Meeting with M.C. Dubey and the director of ALIMCO 

We had a short PowerPoint presentation and we wanted to show them our two concepts, 
the one where you’re sitting cross-legged (squirting) and the other one with a more 
stretched sitting position. 

He felt that a cross-legged sitting position is not good for users with weak limbs. He did not 
think of this sitting position as an option for a wheelchair/tricycle. There is a reason why not 
any wheelchair manufacturer has used this position. If we were to make an aid for people 
while using this sitting position it should be a simpler one. You could use only a board, like 
the one the beggars are using, and make it more comfortable. Sitting cross-legged would 
make the user feel wobblier.  

There should be an adjustable height and width for the seat. These are, accordingly to M.C. 
Dubey, the most important aspects.  

Maybe you should be able to turn it into a bed? 

He thought that our idea for a detachable front part is very useful. Then they have a 
wheelchair and a tricycle in one product.  

The wheelchair or tricycle should make the user independent that is anther very important 
aspect. 

He is saying that the big seat width today is due to the fact that there is often more than one 
person riding in the tricycle. 

The wheel size in the tricycle today is 24 inches. 

They think to be able to use the wheelchair/tricycle in rural areas the tires need to be 
pneumatic, not the solid ones.  

During the meeting Shanu also presented her idea of having an extra detachable front-part, 
which would make it into a bicycle as well. They liked this idea. 

M.C. Dubey liked our concept and the idea of lowering the tricycle. He said to give us the 
anthropological measurements needed to make a prototype when we come back from 
Kolkata-Patna.  



 

 

 APPENDIX T  

Final Demands list 

Demands (D) and wishes (W) 

 An inclination of seat angle to make the user sit in an ergonomically correct position. 

(D)  

 The footrest should be adjustable to suit all users belonging to the target-group. (D) 

 The seat should have cushioning to prevent sitting soars. (D) 

 There should be an angle for the knees that meets the requirements. (D) 

 In case of armrests they should be ergonomically correct and not interfere with the 

functionality of the wheelchair. (D) 

 Handles should be grip friendly. (D) 

 There must be brakes on the wheelchair. (D) 

 Due to the strong sunlight there could be a sun cover as an attachment. (W) 

 Materials should be suited to the climate. (W) 

 The cost of the wheelchair should not exceed the cost for the existing wheelchair 

from ALIMCO. (D) 

 The size of the wheels should enable an ergonomically correct sitting position, lower 

the construction and make the wheelchair move with stability. (D) 

 There could be a carriage to be able to carry another person. (W) 

 Chain cover. (W) 

 Max load; for prototype to be able to stand tests and carry a user.  (D) 

 Combining steering and moving forward with a two-hand grip.  

 Construction and steering in a promotional relation to each other.  

 Height above ground for lowest part of the wheelchair is 20 cm.  (D) 

 



 

 

APPENDIX U  

Drawings for prototyping 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

APPENDIX V 

Quote 

Design project: 

Aid for Disabled people in India 

Background and goal: 

India is a developing country and people in the lower parts of the society are the ones in 
most need. These people often live in the outskirts of a city or in the villages on the 
countryside. Some of the wheelchairs used in the country seem to be old-fashioned and not 
satisfying the need of the user.  The goal with this study is to make a prototype of a 
wheelchair adjusted to people in need of a wheelchair in the villages of the northern part in 
India. The goal is also to find out what the difference is between the system of aid in India 
and Sweden.  

Purposed process: 

Phase 1: Study in Sweden 

 

1. Market research 
 
 

 

2. Meetings and interviews 
 
 
 
 

3. Preparing for minor field study 

Look up what the existing market 
looks like in Sweden. What is 
available in similar countries like 
India in other parts in the world? 
 
 
Meeting different wheelchair 
manufacturers and learning about 
the system of aid in Sweden. 
 
 
Reading about India, planning for 
visits to institutions and such places 
in India. Course at SIDA. 



 

 

Phase 2:  Minor Field Study in India 

1. Preparing for a minor field study 
 
 

 

2. Meetings and interviews 
 
 

 
 

3. Market research 
 
 
 
 

4. User study 

 

 

A schedule will be made and 
planning of visits to different places 
is to be done. 

 

Meeting with different institutions, 
organizations and companies to get 
a view of the current situation in 
India. 

 
 
The existing wheelchair on the 
market in India will be researched. 
 
 
 
Users in the identified user group 
will be studied and interviewed for 
further development of the 
prototype 

 

 

Phase 3: Product realizations/development 

1. Brainstorming and mapping 
 
 

 

 

2. Idea generating 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Final concept 

 

To start the product development 
phase brainstorming and mapping 
will take place to frame the 
problem and give input to the idea 
generating. 

 

Meeting different wheelchair 
manufacturers and learning about 
the system of aid in Sweden. 
 
 

Reading about India, planning for 
visits to institutions and such places 
in India. Course at SIDA. 



 

 

 

4. Prototyping 

 

Sketching and drawings will be made 
to enable prototyping. 

Phase 4: Report 

1. Compilation of material 
 
 

 

2. Writing a report 
 
 
 
 

3. Presentation 

Compilation of the material retrieved 
during the field study as well as the 
background research. 
 

 
Using the retrieved material to write 
about the project as a whole and 
analysing it. 
 
 
Expose the project in a presentation. 

 

Time plan: 

Phase 1: Study in Sweden   12 weeks, part-time 

 

Phase 2: Minor field study in India 6 weeks 

 

Phase 3: Product realization/development 2 weeks 

 

Phase 4: Report   2.5 weeks 

 

 

 


